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Ouray, Colo., March 19. Six hund
red miners In the various mines with
in a radius of twenty miles of Ouray,
are cut off from all communication by
snow slides, and it is known that
many lives have been lost. As many
as twenty-fiv- e
mines are completely
Isolated. It Is feared that twenty
miners are dead, but the numler cannot be known for days. The damage
may reach $1,000,000.
It Is said that sixty feet of snow is
on the High Tower tramway at Camp
Bird, and that snow from 150 to 3m
feet deep lies In Imogene basin. The
first big slide was at the United
States mine. Ijiter two big ones occurred at Camp Bird. There also
have been a number of smaller ones.
It Is lielleved that 240 miners and
four women have taken refuge In
Camp Bird tunnel, and It is thought
that the miners at other places are
hiding In tunnels. Efforts are being
made today to reach the Imprisoned
people.

way-woul-

STANDARD OIL, WALSH,

INSTITUTION

AND OTHER COURT NEWS

will be.

DISPATCHER PUNISHED
FOR WRECK CAUSED.
La Porte, Ind., March 19. An indeterminate sentence of two to four-- 1
teen years was Imposed on Thomas
ltascom of Springfield, 111., who, as
WALSH'S ATTORNEYS GET
EXTENSION
OF TIME. telegraph operator on the Baltimore
Chicago. 111., March 19. The pre- & Ohio railroad, became intoxicated
liminary hearing 'f Jhn K. Walsh, and threw a switch at Summan, that
who was nrres'ed some time ago on .caused a disastrous wreck.

IN GOOD CONDITION

A

Tht Letter Accompanying.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 19, 1906.
To His Excellency, Herbert J. Hagerman, Governor of New Mexico:
Sir: I hereby acknowledge the receipt of your verbal message, conveyed by special messenger, stating your
desire to cbtaln my resignation as superintendent of the New Mexico penitentiary, to bake efTect May 1, 1906.
I take pleasure in accommodating
you In the premises, and hand you
herewith my resignation as superintendent of said penitentiary, to take
effect April 2, 1906, or as saon there"I don't want any senator to Insinuate that I have any special of railway Interest, or that I am guided by
after' not exceeding ten days, us may
anything but my sense of duty." Joseph B. Foraker, In an address to the United States Senate.
be convenient for you to appoint my
successor. The penitentiary Is in excellent condition and In shape to turn
over v;lthout delay.
In case of my absence, at any time,
I have inst'ueted ny assistant, K. C.
Garrett, to turn over the management
of this Institution to any person duly
commissioned by you and thereafter
qualified, who may present Buch credentials, on the 2d day of April or
Men Out
any day thereafter. I shall always
Forty
fei a deep Iri.erest in the welfare of
the Institution,' with which I have
G.
E.
Who
Has
Had
Seymour,
Says
Much
Experon Strike,
been connected during the past six
years and eleven months. I sincerely
trust that the new management may
Iron
.
lence With Water Pipes
With Red Flags.
provide for the people a successful,
humane t nd worthy administration. 1
Are
Pipes
Best.
- remaiu; s'J wVlfmipecf .-. .
(Slgned)
H. O. BURSUM,
MILITARY ARE GATHERING
Superintendent New Mexico PenitenL. pipe, which Is subjected to a process
G. E. Seymour, representing-thtiary.
M. Ramsey
of St. Loui3, of coating, and this coating on the
Copy of Resignation.
Claimed That Great Britain manufacturers of plumbing and hard- outside is usually in the form of a
sort of thin enamel. In making con To His Excellency, H. J. Hagerman,
supplies,
pipe,
water
in
etc.,
ware
was
nections on this pipe it is very dim
Governor of New Mexico:
is Interested in Ship-Subsithe city Saturday transacting busi- cult and more expensive than couSir: I hereby tender my resignaness. Mr. Seymour has been dealing nections on cast Iron pipe.
tion as "superintendent of the New
Bill.
in wat.tr company supplies for the
"It is more expensive because it is Mexico penitentiary, to take effect
past thirty years and at one time was necessary to use what is termed a and be in full force on the 2d day of
In the plumbing business himself. His saddle'
packing In making a con April, A. 1). 1906, or as soon thereQUESTION IS UP IN PARLIAMENT experience with water pipes, water nectlon, and
which you do not have to do after as my successor may be apworks supplies and the life of the or- with a cast iron ple. Also the pipe pointed and qualified, If not later than
dinary water mains and pipes is wide ueing so light and thin It necessarily ten days thereafter.
I. ens. France, Miarch 19. Many de- and varied. In conversation with a Is
Respectfully,
more damaged
moved out
tachments of troops, including artil- representative of The Evening Citizen of line by reason and often
H. O. UURSUM,
lightness,
Its
in
cf
dragoons,
lery and
have arrived here Mr. Seymour spoke at some length of handling It and making
connections Superintendent New Mexico Penitenin order to be ready for any eventual-tile- s the life of a water pipe and
tiary.
the best The damage consists in a great nieas
which may arise as results of kinds to be used.
ure
owing
also
in
to
cracks
made
the
miners' strike. Forty thousand men
"Wliiat do you consider the best pipe
which explains a great many AUTOMOBILE AMBULANCES
are now on strike and parading the fcr a water supply company to use?" enamel,
FOR THE ARMY.
in this kind of pipe.'
leaks
town.s carrying red flags.
Several was asked of Mr. Seymour.
West Point, N. Y., March 19. The
, ''Do you know of any towns or
minor collisions have taken place.
"There is only one good kind," re- cities using kalameln pipes In con- Military Academy is to have a numplied Mr. Seymour, "and that is a cast nection with their water systems ber of automobile ambulances. The
ENGLAND WATCHING
type will be u conversion of tne
SHIP SUBSIDY BILL iron pipe and I would not recommend which are giving satisfaction?" was new
familiar automobile express truck,
London, March 19. The American putting In1 any other kind In the the next question asked Mr. Seymour. equipped
with the nmbulance body, so
sell all kinds, but the cast
"No, but I do know of some towns
ehip subsidy bill is agitating ship own- ground.
the electrically driven vehicle
ers and builders of the United King iron pie is the one and only one 1 that put in the kalameln pipe for va that
ter purposes, about fifteen or twenty may be used in the transportation of
dom, and formed the subject of a ques- guarantee."
"What is the difference in cost, Mr. years agJ. which they have since re those requiring the services of an
tion in the house of commons today; Seymour,
between steel water pipe moved and replaced with cast Iron automobile. The medical department
hut Premier Camphell-Uannerniasaid
wrought
Iron pipe?"
pipe, owing
and
to the unsatisfactory has a type of vehicle of this sort, Ingovernment
that the
did not think
"Well, the common black pipe, or showing of the kalameln pipe. These tended for use in connection with field
any useful ac ion could be taken nt
iron pipe, costs more than towns that first put In kalameln pipe hospitals in time of war. This autothe present stage. The government
water pipe. In did so with a view to economy, as the mobile ambulance will be given a
steel
was unable to prophesy the probable the
thorough trial under practical condieffect of the measure on British ship- tact, the steel pipe sold by certain pipe Is to light that the freight rate tions, probably
Plaltsburg, N. Y.,
ping; but If the measure passed the houses are very thin and do not give on it Is much less than the freight on In the course ofatthe mobilization opa cast Ir .n pipe, but they soon found
consequences would of course le care as good satisfaction.'
"What do you think. Mr. Seymour, that their economy cost them very erations of Ihe coming summer. Great
fully considered.
deof kalameln pipe?" was the next qucs-ti:- dear in the end, as they had to re advantages ure expected to be
of transportapui to Mr. Seymour.
move the kalameln pipts and replace rived from this mode
METROPOLITAN OPERA
tion, especially In localities where
"I 1hlnk very little or it," replied thein in a few years time.
COMPANY EN TOUR.
heavy grades have to be overcome, as
HaHimore,
Md., March 19. The Mr. Seymour. "I would not recom
Mr. Seymour did not care to enter
Metropolitan Opera company, which mend Its use for water puroses at into .a discussion of the condition of they nre in this locality.
arrived here in several special trains all. The kalameln pipe is made by Albuquerque's water system, inasmuch
yesterday and this morning, will open the National Tube company, who have as he was not acquainted with Its his HUNGARIANS CELEBRATE
BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY
its spring traveling season here this agents throughout the different parts tery. liu from the above facts It is
Mass.,
March 19. Louis
evening, with a
performance
of of the country and who make very ex '
v gathered that a kalameln pipe
was
Only four performances uavagrant claims for ti'is pipe. Our us compared to a east ir n pipe, can Kossuth's birthday anniversary
"Martha."
will be given in this city, when the House also sells kalatni in pipe to any- no: jiive very good satisfaction, or observed by the Hungarians rn this
company will go to Pittsburg, where one that wants it, but we d) not rec- hpve a very Img life, and that after city with approprlata exercises at the
they will stay an entire week. The ommend it. As you no doubt know the hi !:'.'
for several years Washing' on monument in the Public
Garden today. A large floral wreath,
i:.- - value at a rapid rate.
next city which will be visited by the kalameln pipe is a
ry thin light
company will be Chicago, wbero they
entwined with the American and Hungarian col is, was placed at the foot
will remain for an entire week, givo ft he statue and several addresses
ing the same program as that of
were delivered by prominent speakers.
Pittsburg.
After the exercises in the park the
After leaving Chicago the Metropolitan company will play in St.
members of the committee which had
been in charge of the m mortal celeIvouis, Kansas City, San Francisco
bration, took luncheon at the
and litis Angeles. T.iey will reach
San Francisco on Easter and will play
club. Many prominent Hnngar
a two weeks' engagement.
The per- lans of this city were present.
Similar celebrations were held iu
jformanees will be given at the Grand
(Opera House. l,os Angeles will be
Philadelphia. Pittsburg,
New York,
19. Richard CATTLE RAISERS OF
New Ycc';.
March
Chicago, Detroit ujid
other cities
the last city visited on the tour. On
TEXAS IN CONVENTION
where Hungarians in considerable
that occasion the new Auditorium of Mansfield will open a three week's
that city will be formally dedicated. season at the New Amsterdam TheaI) I. -. Texas. March
la. Cattle numbers are living.
Ernest Goerlitz, the general business tre tonight and, jiMumg from Hie men iroin all parts of this stale ure
manager of the Conried Metropolitan tremendous advance sale of tickets assembled here to attend the annual SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH
CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY.
Opera company, will art (in the entire for this engagement the season will n.ectiJK of the Cattle Raisers' asso-ciBrooklyn. N. Y., March 19. The
journey as manager and personal rep- be one :f tue most Micccssftil and
ion of Texas, which opens its sesJoseph, iu
resentative of Mr. Conreid.
btlliiant in the hist.iv of the New s!
here today. The meetings will Sisters of the Order of St.
Amsterdam. Mr. Mat Held has se- be held iti tli'- - Dallas opera house. the Roman Catholic diocese of Long
CONTESTS FOR THE
lect ul for the opeiiit.g performance Tin' Commercial club and the citizens Island, are celebrating the fifteenth
REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIPS. Schiller's I)on Carlos.
The repertory of Dilla-- i in general have mado ex anniversary of the establishment of
1!.
.March
This
the
is
This
New Vork.
we-for
includes, be- tensive preparations for the enter the order in Brooklyn, today.
the
three'
t
for the opening of the
date
sides several repetitions of Don Car- - tainment of the visiting members of. morning solemn high mass was celeof
championship
contests
indoor
at the mother home of the orJekyl and Mr.
los. P.eau Briimniel,
everything will brated
in Brentwood. L. I. Bishop Mcder
the I'nited States Revolver associa- Hyde, the Merchsui l:t venire, A Par- in' association, and
be done to make the sojourn of the Donnell officiated and nearly all the
tion. Tliu contests will be held in isian
ScarM letter. guests as pleasant as can be made.
tin
priests of the diocese were present.
this city, and a number of other cities King Romance,
Misanthrope
Richard III. 'b'
The convention will probably last The sisters are connected with nearly
simultaneously. These contests are and Ivan
the Terrible.
three days, as the cattle exhibition at all the Catholic churches on lng
open to all citizens of the I'nited
Mr. Mansfield's company numbers Foil W rth begins on Thursday, and Island and teach In the various paroStates, ami emblems and medals will ninety-on:i eluding
person
promi- the eattlinteti will have an opportu chial scluxds.
be awarded to the victors i'.x the varThe feast of St. Joseph was obious contests. Efforts tire now being nent actors and ai n sea like Ar- nity to t'et a a ay from here early
made to arrange an International re- thur Forrest. A. G vidrews, Leslie enoujb to ta'se in the stock show at served iu all the Roman Catholic
much trouble. churches of New York and Brooklyn
M'
Fuller
Sheridan Fort' Worth without
volver meet with England. Fiance and Ktnyon,
Germany. It will probably be ar- B!."ck, Clarence Hand ide, Miss pior The association or the cattlemen now today In the usual manner. Special
members, services rre held at the St. Joseph s
is done in ence Rockwell, Mu.-Prather, numbers m re than 1.7i
ranged that the shoot
the respective countries ami the re- Miss Kleanor Hurry ail Mlfs Vivian and Is steadily gaining in numbers college and other Inst it ut ions conseKay mond.
l.y cable.
crated to St. Joseph.
sults
and import nice.
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charges conneceld with the failure of
the Chicago Natioua! bank of this
city, was today continued to March
27th. Postponement was made at the
request of the attorneys fur Walsh
and the attorneys for the government
ottered no objection. Inability of the
attorneys for Walsh to get ready was
given t the reason.

Children

Special o Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 19. As expected Superintendent H. O. Uursutn
of tile territorial penitentiary, this
forenoon tendered his resignation of
the position which he baa so ably and
energetically, filled for nearly seven
years to Governor Hagerman. It Is
understood that the resignation will
be accepted and that the vacanacy occasioned thereby will be filled shortly.
Governor Hagerman has not yet definitely decided who the new appointee

j

pist--poin-

HAGERMAN ANDREWS HAS

Days Later.

es

The
St. Louis.
ouster suit instituted by
(ieueral lladley against the
vSiamiard,
the
the Republic and
oil companies, was reWaters-Pierc- e
CommisSpecial
sumed today, before
sioner Anthony. Among the witnesses
expected to testify are H. Clay Pierce,
former president of the Waters-Pierc- e
company, and C. M. Adams,
secretary
of the same company.
Subpoena duces tecum lias been
served on Adams, requiring him to
produce the stock bool.g of the company.

Reach Congress on
Statehood.
MORE BILLS

Sets Date of Retirement For Sensational Report on Slaugh
April 2nd, or Ten
ter of MoroWomen and

CONDITION OF AFFAIRS
WITH COAL OPERATORS
Indianapolis, Ind., March 19. The
ddtuminous' coal operators belonging
to the Interstate Operators' Associa
tion are- - assembled
here in large
numteers and there is every reason
to believe that the conference which
will be held here this afternoon will
be well attended. The conference met WARMER WEATHER MAKES
OTHER SLIDES PROBABLE
at the Claypool Hotel this morning In
19. Fair
Denver, Colo., March
an informal manner and after trans
acting some preliminary business. weathef, with rising temperature, folirok a recess till this afternoon, when lowed the severe snow storm which
ihe first business session will be precailed over Colorado for a full
In
week, with brief Intermissions.
held.
Mr. Franri.s L. Robbins, who Is the Ouray, near which the terrible snow-slidocceurred, the weather is clear
principal mover of the conference
called the conference at the sugges- and warm today. This may bring
has
tion of President Roosevelt, for the about more slides. No report impurpose of giving the wage proposi- reached here of the rescue of the
tion 10 the miners a thorough consid- prisoned miners.
It is hoped that by modieration.
fying thte position of the operators CHICAGO GETS THE
WOhsi OF THE YEAR.
1n the bituminous belt, which includes
Chicago, 111., March 19. The heavho western Pennsylvania, Ohio, In- iest snow storm
of the winter has
diana and Illinois, a strike cf the nline been in progress here
last night.
workers in the
biiuminons mines In twelve hours, four since
inches feel, and
will be averted. It is understood that being driven by a high wind, has drift'
an effert will be made to vote the jefl badly, and thas made the operation
sentiment of the operators, on the of street, csrs, particuta-l- y
r the suNonage basis, instead of by Individual burbs, very difficult.
It was only by
vote.
This would wrest the voting the constant operation of snow plows
cwer from the rebellious indepen- that the streets in the down town
dent mine operators who have been section could be kept open for the
holding out against higher wages. cars. Train service generally is in
while the large producers who are , bad condition. Most trains are re-- i
in the minority, favor concessions cn ported from two to ten hours late.
the wage proposition.
There is every reason to believe COLUMBUS TRAFFIC IS
PARALYZED BY STORM.
thut the independent operators will
Columbus. O., March 19. The unstrenuously oppcise any attempt to
hase the vote of the conference cu precedented fall of snow In a short
the schedules
the tonnage of the members repre- time has disarranged
car service.
sented and a lively war is expected. for street and Inter-urba- n
inches fell In four hours, when
it the Kolibins faction, consisting of aSixdrizzling
rain set in. and made the
the large operators, should win the
day, a conference with the miners streets Impassable for a time.
will be held either tonight or tomorrow, tr; finally settle the agreement WORST IN ILLINOIS
FOR THIRTY YEARS
between the miners and operators for
Decatur, Ills., March J 9.
the year beginning April 1. With inches cf snow fell last night.Twelve
The
this matter out of the way, the
storm Is the worst here in thirty
be clear to a revision of the years. Street cars are interrupted
and
negotiations between the anthracite
the steam railroads ore blocked. 1 he
operators and miners.
snow is drifted badly.
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
TRAFFIC IS KNOCKED
FEDERATION OF LABOR
OUT IN MISSISSIPPI
Washington, D. C, March 19. The! Jackson, Miss., March 19. Railroad
traffic-hasbeen
American!
paralyzied for the past
executive council cf the
Federation of Lalor will hold a meet-- j eighteen hours as the result of heavy
Many
Ing hi re today for the purpose of; rains.
trains are lat.e whiie
eonaiderlng a number of Important, others have been annulled.
labor matters which require prompt
attenticu. John Mitchell, president of KANSAS AND MISSOURI
HAVE NOT ESCAPED
the Unl ed Mine Wrokers is a memKansas City. March 19 The weathber of the executive council of the
Federation and will attend the meet-- ! er today in the southwesr is clear and
ing. It Is expected that the coal sit-- j warmer. Street car traffic at various
nation and the strike of the building points in Missouri and Kansas is still
interrupted, more or less, by the
trades in New York and other cities storm
and many trains are late. The
will be discussed.
ground Is covered with about six inches of snow on the level, which in
THE POPE TODAY
RECEIVES CONGRATULAIONS. some places it has drifted badly.
Rome, March 19. Today being the SOCIALISTS CELEBRATE ANNIname day of Pope Pius X, the holy
VERSARY OF PARIS COMMUNE.
father received thousands of letters Chicago, 111., March 19. The socongratulation
from cialists of Chicago will celebrate the
and telegrams of
all parts of the world. This morning anniversary
f the Paris Commune
he celebrated mass in the presence of of 1871 by a numlier of meeting's at
a few intimate friends and members some of the west side and north side
of his household. He lunched as us- Turner bn'ls this evening. The proual with his bister, and afterwards gram In each case will consist of
received the sacred college in his l- nt'slc, singing and addresses
by
ibrary and thanked the cardinals for prominent socialistic speakers in vartheir good wishes. He did not deliver ious l.iuciages.
a formal address, however. In remembrance of his name day the pope
Spelter.
I oilis,
received many handsome and valuable
St
11. Spelter,
Marc.i
present s.
steady, 0.15.
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of Peni Telegrams by Hundreds

tentiary Says Glad to

OF LABOR SOUTHWEST

-

STATEHOOD IS

Miners in Colorado

WRIT MIDDLE WEST IS SUFFERER

Boise, Idaho, March 19Argument 3
were heard by Judge Beatty of the
United States circuit court today on
the petition for writ of habeas corpus
for Moyer, Haywood and Pettibone.
.'
The arguments were largely repkition
vof those made before the state '
court, the counsel for the
maintaining that, the district
court of Canyon county hiad no Jurisdiction over the defendants for the alleged reason that they are unlawfully
in the state, having been brought here
as a result of a conspiracy. Judge
Beatty took th.e matter under ad visual en t.

BURSUM

Superintendent

Coal Operators In Conference Unexampled Snow Fall Ex
at Indianapolis About
tends From Chicago to
Jackson, Mississippi.
Miners' Demands.
COUNCILS FEDERATION

0.

NUMBEK 72

HAS RESIGNED

:

Still

H.

VJOG.

CAUSES DEATH

IN AGITATION
Western Mine
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WEATHER FREAK
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FABRICATION OF THE REPORTERS

Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C March Is. The
Andrews bill, granting pensions to
widows, minor children and dependent
parents cf soldiers and sailors, was
read twice to tn committee, on Invalid pensions. Andrews baa presented petitions from church, members of
San Juan and other counties against
the conducting of Illegal business.
The statehood fight, which will b
renewed on Wednesday, Is becoming
national. Hundreds of telegrams are
coming In front many states.
President Nominated Francis.
The name 6f Charles S. Francis of
Troy, N. Y., formerly American minister to Greece, will be sent to the
senate as ambassador to Austria-Hungar- y,
to succeed Bellamy Storer.
The father of Francis was formerly
ambassador to Austria.
Later The president today sent
to the senate the nomination of Mr.
Francis.
Reporter Used Imagination.
Secretnry Taft has received two
cablegrams from Major General Wood
at Munlla relative to the Mount Dajo
light. The first is dated yesterday,
and is as follows: "If more detailed
information concerning the facts connected with the Mount Dajo fight la
desired, 1 suggest that Major Hugh
L. Scott be called upon. He is thoroughly familiar with the situation,
having spent eisht months In an attempt to g.U these people off the
mountain without fighting."
The Major Scott referred to has
been on a leave of absence in this
country and bus Just arrived In Washington in answer to the secretary's
summons. He was referred to In some
Manila cablegrams as baving caused
the present trouble at Mount Dajo,
by reason of the exercise of too great
lytVuncy "towards the brljjand Moras.
The second dispatch, (fated today,
reads:
"Sensational cables sent to
the United States relative to the
Mount Dajo fight were made up In
Manila. There has been no reference
in any cables from Mindanao to the
killing of women and children. On
receipt of Colonel Andrews' condensed report to mo at Washington,
the American newspapers called for
details. The reporters here bad no
other Information than that contained
in the report of Colonel Andrews and
supplied the sensational features."
In

the House.

As the result of the parliamentary

situation, when the house adjourned
Friday the roll was immediately called on tile Grosvenor amendment to
the Prince bill, abolishing th? grcde of
lieutenant general in the army. The
a mendment permits the promotion of
Gtnerals Corbin and Mac Arthur before the grade shall be abolished. The
amendment was accepted
and the
bill passed without opposition.
The
vote on the amendment was 138 to
101.

Tho house passed the senate bill
reorganizing the consular servv:e.
Proceeding under the suspension of
rules the bill was passed authorizing
the sale of timber on the Jlcarilla Apache Indian reservation In New Mexico.
Work in Senate.
The senate today adopted the resolution presented by Hansbrough, directing the secretary of the Interior
to furnish on the first Monday of
1906, the names of persons
and firms or corporations who relinquished United States land iu the vicinity of forest reservations.
McCreary was the first speaker on
the house on the railroad rate bill.
The measure was called up by Tillman
at 12:30. Notice was given by Itailey
that he would speak on the bill following McCreary.
Favorable Report on Hoggatt.
Washington, .March 19. Ttie senate
committee on terri ories authorized a
favorable n port on the nomination cf
Wilfred 11. Hoggatt to be governor of
Alaska.
John M. Mayer Very III.
Lincoln. March' 19. Jotin M. Mayer,
ex United S:ates senator and ex- - governor of Nebraska. Is not expected to
live through the day. His sons, Dana,
of Meeker, CoIj., Hnd John, of Alton,
Ills., are exjiected to arrive today.
Ills; condition is attributed solely to
extreme old age.
SOCIALIST

LABOR PARTY
WILL ALSO CELEBRATE.
Milwaukee, Wis., March 19 The
Socialist Labor party of this city will
hold Its customary
celebration in
honor of the anniversary of the l'arla
Commune of 1ST1. at the Bohemian
Turner ball this evening. There will
be living pictures, singing, iiistru--men- tai
music and several stirring addresses.

THE CIVIC FEDERATION
IN SESSION TODAY.
New York, March 19. Tho executive council of tho National Civic Federation will hold its annual meeting,
here, this afternoon and evening.
The principal business before tho
council will 1k the election of officers and the outlining of the work
of the organization for the ensuing
year.

;.

ii--

Metal Market.
New York, March 19. lead, quiet,
Tto:S; copper, firm, li'j&'V
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Mmtlilng Ettet

nrlf lonpor. rrownrd rroturthoun with
the noodles of the pine, and aimci nis
arrows at him and the goddesses In
turn until 7ens grew angry and let
fly one of his thunder bolts at. him.
This hroUe up the gathering and each
went hack to nls sprciai amy 01 wanning over tne affairs of the earth, feeling well satisfied over the Immortal
gift bestowed upon man that day.
DIDN'T
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KNOW WHO

OWNED

HIM

Judging from the following clipped
from a Kansas City paper. Albuquerque's representative In the Joint statehood fight Is having troubles of his
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YOU AND I Albuquerque Evening Citizen
POPULAR

YOUR
Go, the same prompt service, high qualities and
low prices here. Send

:

your child here for drugs,
medicines or anything In
our line, and It will re
ceive the same prompt
courteous attention that
Is
extended to every
patron of this store.

that of an old negro slave I once
rard of. Somebody asked him whom
he belonged to.
Ah don't know, suh." he replied.
playing
Marse, he upstairs
Ole
pokah." "

WANT

Here you'll find
what you've been

4"r 4"H"H"H"i- -

COLUMNS

for.

locl-Jn- j

I
'

-

One cent per word, each In.

tertlor..
CHARGE,

MINIMUM

15c.

19, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Montezuma Trust Co.

Tiio Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

FRIENDS

own
"Nohodv seems to want our terri11. 8. Redey of
tory." said
New Mexico today, "and there Is no
telling where we will have landed by
.
the time the statehood fight la
Our status Is as uncertain as

Made Known op Application

CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Make your went
known trirougn
these columne.

NEV

MEXICO

$100,000

Capital and Surplus

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
TO EXCHANGE

WANTED.

I have property in
Illinois, iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wlta
me. T. L. McSpadden, SOU South
Broadway.

mangle
One experienced
girl. at. once. Imperial Uuindry Co.
W'ANTiJD Typewriting
and stenographic work. Miss Illackall. The
WANTED

Alvarailo.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
4- t

it

J.

Loan

(Money

Co
Car load or good, gentle,
r,
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
native ponies. See F. E.
Organi, Horses
On
Furniture,
Pianos.
at T. J. Shinick'e black-smit- h Wagons and other Chattels;
on
also
"hop, Copper avenue.
aXB latter and rmitanra hooM no addrnl to
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REKraft,
CmrwT.
Taa cm esn
WANTED
Oentlenieu's second-hanmonry
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
ordm
poatnfftr
and
ipraUv ardar of th
ahocka.
street,
515
South
clothing. No.
First
anaat ba mad payabla to
as $200.00. Loans are quickly read
company.
and
south of viaduct. Send address
Ona
Time:
and strictly private.
Props. ALVARADO PHARMACY
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. month to one year given. Goods reI "
First St. and Gold Ave.
Colorado
WANTED Position as housekeeper main In your possession. Our rates
Automatic
for gentleman by German woman. are reasonable. Call and see us beBoth Phones 9
City or ranch. Address Emma Wels fore borrowing.
OKX30O00CCOO0OO0OCOO0000Albuquerque.
oooooc
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Steamship tickets to and from all
wholesale
Chicago
By
WANTED
FABLE
PARNASSUS
A
parts
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
world.
tne
of
and mall order house, assistant
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
manager (man or woman) for this
31
West Railroad Aie.
county and adjoining territory. SalBy Lizzie E. Tarr.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
PRIVATE OFFICES.
ary, $20 and expenses, paid weekly;
'...v..
Open Evenings.
KXXXXXOOOCOCOOOCOOOOCOOC
SOLOMON LTJNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
Expense money
advanced. Work
No
pleasant; position permanent.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C Baldrldge, SoloFar aliove the clouds the gods had
FINE RANCH
Investment or experience required.
gathered In solemn conclave on the
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
Postoffice.
from
mile
One
Span time valuable. Write at once
top of Mt. Parnassus to decide what
Men and Women Who Are In Need of
enclose
and
particulars
for
full
mu,
mane
to
last gift tney snouia
a Helping Hand J. H. O'Rielly &
envelope. SuperintendDR. CHAS. H. PA RICH UR ST.
.
w.. . . w..
ift fW wauld be of the greatest
i
14 ACRES
Co. Offer a Way to Better Thlnge.
nivni9vn, ivrtnn
onion rfc n I .
the
ent. 132 Iake street, Chicago, III.
give
photo
him
is
a
picture
from recent
This
- - - - benefit to him as well as
ALFALFA
in , a,.
not
mindid
New
gods
York
graph of the famous
greatest happiness. The
There is no more irritating or
LARGE ORCHARD
MALE HELP WANTED.
g
agree very well, but were becoming ister, against whom, It has Just been
condition than that
HOUSE
ever
plot
to mui caused by a weak stomach. It gnaws MEN WANTED Wages paid while
discovered, there was a
more and more undecided wun
never
ceased and wears upon every nerve fiber In
learning the barber trade; situader. Dr. Parkhurst has
conflicting opinion voiced.
house on North
Also
special
rate.
tions guaranteed;
the past ten years to attack the body and results In sleeplessness,
"What better gift could we give during
blocks from Wail-roastreet,
three
Fifth
every
police of New York City at
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
headache, backache, rheumatic pains,
must go.
him." said Pan. "than a love for the the
avenue.
This
opportunity, it is now charged that furred tongue, distress after entlng,
Cal.
outdoor world that will cause him to two
officers plotted with two poor appetite and general weakness WANTED Men in eacn state to
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
spend hla life among the mils ana hugspolice
to kill the preacher.
and debility.
travel, post signs, advertise and
PORTERFIELD CO.,
woods; being taught by them his own
As we may look to a weakened
leave samples of our goods. Salary
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
comparative smallness while learning
stomach for most of the chronic or
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
Officers and Director.
the beauty and grandeur of the majes PATH, FORMER
lingering ills that weaken and rack
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S., Notarial
work and conveyancing.
JOSHUA S. RATNOLD3
tic mountains?
President
Imgreatest
Is
Chicago.
lives,
of
our
the
block,
it
Atlas
NIGHTINGALE
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
Atiaa havlne nersuaded one of his
portance
a
remedy
for
to
know
that
,
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
FOR RENT.
brother Titians to bear the burden of
stomach troubles is at last offered by
R. A. FROST
come to take
Assistant Cashier
Ul
the sky for a time, haddiscussion,
Albuquerque
drug
a
firm
in
reliable
RENT Finely furnished rooms
and
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
CO
hl nart in the general
under a guarantee that it costs noth- FOR
o
03
at 820 South Third street. Modern
ing unless it cures.
he now gave it as hla opinion that
conveniences.
U. S. DEPOSITORY, ifclf'.ffi.?:'
strength and endurance would be the
J. H. O'Rielly & Co., knowing the
greatest boon to man. Zeus agreed
formula of
feel that It will FOR RENT Brick house, with bath.
with him. adding that physical
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
be successful In every case where
Authorized Capital
$500,000.10
..rm w
31 3
Gunsul.
strength would arouse in him the de
It la used in accordance with direc
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.(0
to
conquer
rule.
and
Hotel,
tions, that is, one tablet before each FOR RENT Gold Avenue
sire to
m
Apollo, sitting near, had been penmeal, and they offer to sell It under
completely furnished.
John M
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & 6anta Fe Railway Company
n TJ 2
some
time
OS
an absolute guarantee to refund the
sively playing his lyre for
Moore Realty Co.
2.
m o
overmastering
"
money If It does, not cure.
but now desired that an
front
furnished
Sunny
RENT
FOR
tablets costs
A large box of
o
love of music be given man: causing
Electric
room. 103 west Fruit,
but 50 cents, If It helps you; notning
him to hear and understand all thelights and hath.
re2m
unless It restores health.
music in the world and be able to
1
FOR SALE.
uroduce It.
NOTICE
X
Poseiden wished all men to rever
cheap.
mare,
o
One
saddle
FOR SALE
ance the mighty ocean and wjsh to
In the District Court of the County of
J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
spend their lives upon its broad, blue
of
Mexico.
New
Bernalillo,
Territory
street.
liosom: while Cupid, who had been
Glo Dazzo,
FOR SALE All lots lu CoionaUa
Dlavfully aiming his arrows at the
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Plaintiff,
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 SouUi
erouo of aoddusses sitting near, aver
vs.
of
Mexico
Broadway.
ro, ihat mnn would be haDDV in any
'
The unknown heirs of Henrietta M oliLL. Ufc.Nl UK TRADE uiM our
DENTISTS.
condition When blessed With the'great
de Ruyter, deceased, and all un
property with T. L. iicbpauuen, juu
passion.
Capital Paid in
$100,000 00
This Is the latest picture of Adelina
known claimants of Interests In the
a Patti, the great songtress, who is now
South Broadway.
remained
had
alone
Prometheus
Surplus and Profits
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
17,000 00
estate,
,
..
described
real
..
hereinafter
i . t. ,.
FOR SALE A drug store lu good lit
Dental Surgeon.
silent listener, una now piupuneu mm. livins retired at her beautltul castle, adverse to the plaintiff,
,
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpad
they Join the goddesses for a time and
Wales. She is 63 years
Defendants.
den, 300 South Broadway.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
toear their decision; for the goddesses old. She was born In Madrid in 1843
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
by
had come that day to decide upon a and made her debut in New York In To the above named defendants:
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busi Both 'phones. Appointments made
upon
woman.
mail.
eife to bestow
Yon, and each of you, are hereby
O. N. MARRON, President; Wm. "ARR,
1859.
Vice President; J.
neas for city property. T. L. Mc
They were now sitting in the shade
notified that the above named plainSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDoNALD, Assistant Cashier;
dissome
little
you
Office
tiff has commenced suit against
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
of an immense pine at
FOR SALE Cheap. Fairbanks ' &
WHO
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
in the above styltd cause, in the
tance from the gods, who now quietly NEWSPAPER MAN
power gasoline en hours, 8:30 a. ra., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Morse
hearing
by
Ap
JAY A. HUBBS and D. II. CARNS.
8
court,
praying
Telephone
462.
S p. m.
p.
that
mentioned
m.
above
to
Joined them; Hoping that
pumping
small
for
gine,
suitable
WILL BE AN UMPIRE ho may be declared to be the owner
polntmcnts made by mall.
their choice of a gift, they themselves
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
might be able to chose one.
in fee simple of, and that his title
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE 0
SALE Small stock merchandise
PHYSICIANS.
to certain property, namely, Lots "OR
"What greater gift." said Venus
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
300
L.
McSpadden,
a
bargain.
T.
at
three (3) and four (4) In block "R"
"could be eiven to woman than a de
M. D.
MAHAFFEY,
L.
A.
Broadway.
South
OO CCCCXICXICX3CC3CCt
of the Atlantic nnd Pacific addition
sire to please, with beauty which will
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
to the city of Albuquerque, as the FOR SALE A nanasome Hardman
enthrall any man on whom she pleases
Room 25, Whiting building, over
piano,
almost
In
and
fine
condition
aame Is shown on a plat of said ad
to smile?"
Vann's drug store. Automatic
new, at a bargain. For particu
dition filed In the office of the Pro
"I, for one, agree with Venus," said
telephone, 410.
ESTABLISHED U7i
0 "OLD RBLIABLE"
office.
at
call
lars,
this
of
Recorder
bate Clerk and
Aurora, who had left her attendants
MUST,
L.
R.
OR.
barrancn
$25,000
a
SALE
,
on
t'UK
at
Bernalillo county. New Mexico
to herald the coming of the dawn upon
gain; will take small property In
the 22d day of November, 1882, be
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
arth. while she helped decide this mo
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
quieted and that the defendants be
mentous question, "hut tco, she must
treated with
Tuberculosis
303
McSpadden,
L.
with
F.
talk
barred nnd forever stopped from
appreciate the beauty of the tints and
Electrical Current and Ger
Broadway.
South
ciaimlne anv right, or title to the
colore of the sky at dawn, and seek to
micide. Treatments given each day
premises adverse to the plaintiff.
FOR SALE A snap, for $160u;
enhance her beauty with them, else It
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
plain
You are further notified that
house on corner lot, 71x100. Seven In attendance. Both "phones
would bo of little wor.ii.
Ray
tiff's attorneys are- McMillen and
feet of cement sidewalk; city
"But," said Athena, sitting near,
OR. W. G. SHADRACH,
nobis whose post office address is
water. Must be sold at once. In
"what good will her beauty do wnen
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and that
quire .124 East Coal avenue.
limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple GrocerlM
Practice
man has tired of It and seeks more
unless you enter your appearance FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
In the Southwest.
and Throat.
For
material pleasures? vf added v ne
day
of
herein on or before the 30th
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
oi'tv or ranch property, a new furn
jioBsession and appreciation of beauty
April, 1906, judgment will be taken
West Railroad
ished rooming house. Best location lines. Office, 313
she loves the household arts of weav
AND
against vou by default.
avenue.
ing and other housewifely accomplish
in tin city. Address F. J., this
DAME,
W. E.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to S
roents, what more can mortal man
court
Clerk of said
p. n
ALBUQUERUE, N. M. G
RAILI DAD AVENUE
ask or want?"
FOR SALE A good general merchan
"Not so," said Diana, surrounde
DRS. W. H. &. J. D. NUSBAUM,
dise and grocery business, with meat
Wearying of the feverish life of a MANY BILLS OF SALE
even then by her hunting dogs an newspaper man, Wm. G. Evans will
market included, and buildings for
FOR A HORSE
Physicians and Surgepns,
implements of the chase, "the woma seek a season's rest and recreation as
Inquire, M. Dragolc, 300
rent.
There was an interesting replevin
Office over Hlckox Sc. Maynard's JewNorth Broadway.
of your imagination would be a soft an umpire in the American League. case at Hillsboro last Tuesday, say
elry Store. Second street.
hearted creature, unable to take care Mr. Evans has been employed on a the Advocate. Kav Grayson instituted FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar
0
of herself. A desire to hunt shuuld be newspaper in Youngstown, Ohio, but the suit against Fred Hiltscher for
UNDERTAKER.
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch
given her, that she may become strong denies tiiat he was born there, lie is Me rtcovery of a horse for which he
inc; T.'i cents per netting. Ed.
Colo. Red 115,
Lattmr Homds
Auto, "phone 31C.
m
and self reliant."
Albuquerque, N. M.
an easy, graceful writer and can call has a bill f sale from a man In Lin
A. BORDER3,
Cnvolop
"To my mind," Baid Proserpina, who balls ami strikes with a treuchaut coln count v. Hiltscher produced a Ilk FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
Undertaker.
lhad left her duties in Hades to voice voice that sounds like a town running bill of sale from John Butctke; i
Mot
srotgun; bran new CommercialCityClub
reled,
Building. Black
0
her Ideas on this subject, "the greatest to a five. He Is 23 years oltl and Ms turn Butctke produced a bill of sal
used;
Program
of th
one
never
been
has
$5.
hearse.
white
and
gift we could give woman would be umi.itin weight Is 1st) pounds.
for the
horse from a- man
Call at The Citizen of
best
makes.
0
Invitation
the ability to forget any disagreeable
Socorro coiintv. A lurv was rounded
flee for particulars.
LAWYERS.
Catalogua
happenings."
up and after hearing the evidenc
MOST ANYTHING.
FOR SALE The oldest and best esBlank Book
"Let us barken," said Juno, strange'!
8. Rodey.
Bernard
tailt d to settle the case, believing
andcandy
kitchen
ice
tablished
ly silent all this while, "to tne deAlbuquerue
"What a lovely new bonnet you that all parties came in possession
ATTORN
Receipt Book
in
Albuquerque.
ice
parlc
cream
given to all
rision of our Lrds. Doubtless they have? It's a pt rfect dream."
"f the h"rse honestly and uiai a mi
Call at 211 South Second street, N. M. Prompt attention
will be pble to aid us with their sti
profession
to
"So glad you like it."
pertaining
els
someone
the
by
business
take has been made
and investigate.
perlor wisdom."
"I 's a beauty and such an original in transferrin
the animal. In ordt FOR SALE OR TRAiiE 2 rooming Will practice In all courts of the terri
In other word
M
Zeus was foroi d at this to own that design. Whose hbn'.'"
tory and berore tne unitea siaie
to defini.ely settle the matter
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South land office.
he
we turn out
"All my own.
came ot tne on Hiltscher took an appeal to the dl
he and the oilier gods hud mil yet ar0
Broadway.
ovary
a
thing
rived at any decision; though he par- day as was looking at a plate of fruit t lift court. The quarduped in que;
M.
Bona.
Ira
printer know
0
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Inticularly disliked to do so before salad niv new cook had made.
Hon Is sorrel horse of various ag'
.
32 F street
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
how to do
terested in mines? I have some
Diana, who elevated her nose new at
an
V. has blazed fact'
O
branded
Pensions,
C.
D.
Washington.
W.,
N.
c
A Chicago paper meenngly asks f r
said to be good deals. Talk with
the thougat of appealing to him.
four white feet.
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
mo T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
Fearing that the god of the .thunder tne list of bonks written by an Indiana
z
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Subscribe for The Citizen and go
bolts would become angry and do man whose mind was a blank for '7
a
FOR SALE A small Moslcr af'. at
R. W. D. Bryan.
some damage, Prometheus arose, say- years. Why. they. wire blank books, all the news.
.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWa bargain, also a number of good
ing, "Though I have listened long I of course.
On Hand 'or Business.
second band Remington and Smith que. N. M. Office, First National
have not yet heard named what I conCAHDS
PROFESSIONAL
(i. A. KmicUhs of Knuckles was
l'retni,.r typewriters, cluap. Ram
Bank building.
sider would be the great st gift, the
.
say Typewritorium,
corner
of
gods could giant to both man and here the first of the week on business.
E. W. Dobaon.
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
.
Hydcn
(Ky.l
nnd
avenue.
Fourth
Railroad
.
street
Crcm
memory.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice
Of what use
woman. It is
PRESCRIPTIONS BIGST
to a man would great strength, the dewell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
NEXT TO BANK Of COMMERCE
Thot. K. D. Maddison,
STRAYED.
New York police have unearth117 V
sire and power to rule, & love of mu- ed The
Office
B.
Childers,
W.
with
a
plot
Dr. I'arkhtu si
No
kill
to
MATTERS.
LAND
sic or of the ou'door world, or even
STRAYED OH STOLEN
Gobi avenue.
At Consistent Prices
nbl an answ. r to the minister's digs.
203 W. RatfroAd Avt.
a love for the great seas be if he were
heifer; black; white spot on
Otero,
S.
W.
Reports
H.
say
BUILDEi'.
AND
CONTRACTOR
from
the
Untie
south
Finder, or anyono
fori lit ad.
unable to retain any recollection of Waddeli was struck on the head
United States Court Commissioner,
ami
them?"
information leading to
A. L. Morgan.
Will attend
703 West Silver avenue.
a mi
knocked
unconscious.
There's
gain
hand, what
"On the otter
of animal will receive liberal to matters before the land office
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACw as struck
somen
take
here.
If
Rube
are
would it he to a woman if she hud on
t'xxanl
Address J. I). Hush, Box
t,ie In n he was not knocked im TOR AND BUILDER Estimates solict
beauty, or any of the other gifts spok conscious.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
Albuquerque.
If he was knocked uncoil-sclnu- cheerfully furnished; Job work
en of if she had no remembrance of
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Automatic phone, 724; shop at
It, was not struck on the head. ited.
EXCHANGE.
BUSINESS
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
them txcept at. the time?
911 North Second
street, Albuquer
SHERMAN-WILLIAMAlways
PAINT
Institute.
BUILDING
Parisian
PAPER
Graduate of
"Memory would enable meu and
"Houstly claims he Is a descendant que. N M.
I have some ranches
TO EXCHANGE
Covers more, looks best, wears
New York city. The latest
of
Late
women to recollect and profit by the of tie of lie early kings of England. "
rlMt,rfclme'
,tock'
to trade for city property. T. L.
ARCHITECTS.
longest. mot economical, full
scientific appliance and up to date
examples unit deeds of valor of those
F. W. Spencer aod V. O. Walling
"Descendant?
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Are you certain In
measure.
fo- - treating the hair, face
Paint. Glass, Sash Doers, t
methods
liefore them; while they would try didn't chim :o be an ascendant?"
ford, rooms 447, Barnett building McSPaddeN
The exchanga man. and scalp. Complexion steaming and
to have worthy deeds for their deAl'iuoiierrjne. N. M. Both 'phones
FIRST
STREET
oo htm for business
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
AND COAL AVE.
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South Broadway.
water
ACCOUNTANT.
automatic
Electrolytic
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LOST.
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Books and
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279.
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Ult. always good."
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WASHINGTON

dential candidate. He had called at
the White House to assure the president that he was not a candidate for
a consular or any other federal appointment, and upon leaving, said:
"The American people reserve the
right to elect a man for the third
presidential term If they want to do
so. All this talk about public sentiment being against it Is Uish, according to my way of thinking. Rvery-bod- y
says Washington started the
sentiment against . third term, but
as far as I have been able to learn,
he did nothing of the sort in word or
writing. I defy anyone to show me
where Washington declared against
a third-terIdea as a policy of the
nation.
"Washington was speaking for himself. During his first term be threatened t0 resign, in his second he said
he wanted no more of It, and then
he declined to run for a third. I'm
not sure that any one urged him to
run nnyway. In his farewell address,
Washington touched on everything
above the earth and under the sky,
but ho failed to mention a third-ter-

LETTER

IS AS SPICY

AS EVER

High Handed Senate Proposes to Crush All Administration Measures Facts About Supreme

BenchNew Roosevelt Job Proposed.
OUR CONSULAR

Sporlal Correspondence.
, his youth will make it probable
that
ne win exceed tne average or service
Washington, D. C, March 17.
There is genuine concern among the of chief justices. Since the supreme
republican leaders in congress over court was established, 1789, It has had
seven chief Justices, not counting
the approaching election of members but
of the house. The fear has taken Rutledge, whose brief tenure was
1eep roop that a landslide may re- rendered merely nominal by his in
sult in a democratic majority of capacity.
Chief Justice Marshall, the greatest
representatives in the GOth congress.
There are any number of republican of all American jurists, served for
years, and Taney presided
members who have narrow margins thirty-fou- r
years,
in their districts who are now in a over the court for twenty-nin- e
Mate bordering on panic because of Chief Justice Puller, who has some
to his credit, has exthe murmurings which come from eighteen years
ceeded the average by two years.
"back home."
The result of this alram is that the Of the associate Justices, Justice Harhouse is almost on its knees before lan has been on the bench for twenty- the senate, pleading that some of the Irlne years, and during that period
which has greeted as newcomers fifteen of
measures
administration's
associate
justices
have the support of public opinion be the fifty-thrnacted into law. It logins to look as which the bench has known.
Friends of Secretary Taft declare
if the senate had set out to defeat
program, that he prefers the supreme bench to
the entire administration
and republicans do not hesitate to the presidency. This Is neither
nor without precedent. Jay,
declare that this would mean a demo- the
chief Justice, chose that po
cratic majority in the next house. sitionfirst
In preference to all other offices
So far as there is evidence, the
the gift of President Washingsenate has not been greatly agitated within
by the appeals. "The Overshadowing ton, declaring he preferred It to the
Senate" ad it has been termed In a presidency itself. Other men have expressed a like view, and have meant
magazine article by one of the ablest 11.
members of the house, continues to
Ii seems to be the accepted view
overshadow. Never before since the
Kovernment was founded did It more thai should Secretary Taft go on tne
closely approach autocracy. It Is dis- bench it would remove him as a presdainful of the president, disdainful of idential possibility, but his nominai he house, and disdainful of public tion would still be possible. There Is
no constitutional
inhibition against
opinion.
In this particular session, the sen- taking a man from the bench to place
ate has been In a peculiarly advan- him in the presidential or any other
tageous position. It has not itself office.
been committed to the enactment of
Bosses Want Taft Shelved.
tiny particular policies. At the policies to which the administration was
It has been frequently pointed out
committed, the house has grabbed as during the past week that the apa drowning man grabs a life pre- pointment of Mr. Taft to the supreme
server.
The resulting situation has bench would be highly pleasing ' to
enabled the senate to assume this at- Vice President Fairbanks, Secretary
titude towari the house and the pres- Shaw and other presidential candiIt
ident : We will take your bills, shape dates, avowed and prospective.
them up to suit ourselves and send would also be highly pleasing to one
them back to you. If you accept them, George B. Cox and the present rewell and good; if not, well and good. publican organization in Ohio.
Since Taft turned things upside
The matter is not a vital one to us.
down in his anti-Co- x
speech, last fall,
there has been no end of apprehenIrresponsible to People.
There is partisanship in the senate sion as to what he might do to the
Jio less than in the house but senate Ohio machine. Ohio republicans have
partisanship has this peculiar fea- been ripe for revolt for many a day.
ture. It. is never allowed to interfere They were restive even under the
with the prestige of the senate. Sen- leadership of the late Senator Mark
ators may be republicans or they may Hanna, but his dominant personality
outbreaks.
be democrats, but first of ail they prevented any serious
They may, and they When Hanna died the arbitrary methJire senators.
lo, disagree among themselves, but ods of his rule were continued, but
Jet auy outside influence attempt to by weuker men. The restiveness has
clip the senate's wings, and they are increased accordingly, and the malall one party the party of the senate. contents have lacked only n leader
Just now It is President Roosevelt to cause the overthrow of the maagainst whom the senate is united. chine. They hoped and the machine
The house doesn't count a great deal. feared that the leader had been
The senate has grown so accumtomed found in 'Secretary Taft. If he reto kicking the house about that it is moves himself as a political quantity
accepted as a thing of course. But by accepting a seat on the bench,
President Roosevelt was a quantity Ohio republicans will have to wait
that had to be dealt with specifically. for the coming of another man and
There are In the senate, of course, the machine will have another lease
champions of the
administration of life.
measures, but their championship
New Job for the President,
arises from belief in the measure,
Notwithstanding General Grosven-or'- s
rather than loyalty to the president.
boom, Mr. Roosevelt's declaration
Senator Tillman, floor manager of the
administration's rate bill, goes out of that he would not accept a third-teris generally accepted at
the way to throw rocks in the direc- nomination
tion of the White House. And there its face value, and some of bis enalready
thusiastic admirers
have
is no one to seriously rebuke hint.
It is this situation that worries the picked out a Job for him when he refrom
They
the White House.
house managers when they think of tires
to make him presideut of
election day next November. There propose
Hague
The
tribunal, the world's suis harbored even the fear that the
president's personal populnrity may preme court of international law, to
operate against chances of republican which may be appealed all the intersuccess at the polls. The foundation national disputes of the civilized
of this fear is apprehension
lest world which do not in their very navoters make up their minds that Mr. ture call for a declaration of war as
only recourse.
Roosevelt might receive more faithful their
They contend that no one is so well
support for his policies from a demofor this high role as the present
cratic congress. Mr. Roosevelt always fitted
executive. Already he has
has posed as a straight party man, American
played a large part as mediator for
and there is no reason for assuming the
world's peace, and in his disinterthat he would wilfully do anything to
there is undoubted
hurt his party. But it remains true ested integrity
that he has accepted democratic sup-po- n confidence In all lands. Should this
for his policies, and has seemed ambition of Mr. Roosevelt's friends
glad to get it. These things are likely be realized, the prbolem of what to
do with at least one
lo stick in the minds of voters.
would be solved.
Taft and Supreme Court.
Grosvenor on Third Term.
If Secretary of War Taft. goes noon
In a subtly worded Interview, given
the supreme bench to succeed Justice out this week. General Charles rt.
Brown and is made chief justice upon Grosvenor placed Theodore Roosevelt
the retirement of Chief Justice Fuller, in nomination as a third-terpresi

m

policy."

Root's Consular Trouble.
that Secretary Root's
campaign for consular reform Is likely
to result in the abolition of a large
number of consulates. Congress has
so far cut down the appropriations for
the consular service ,that Mr. Root
has before him a very serious problem
in household economy. The amount
for each consulate is less than $800 a
year, and out of this sum the consul
must pay office rent, postage, messenger service, light, heat, and other
expenses.
When it Is considered that the consul general at Paris pays each year
for postage alone between $400 and
$500, the full significance of Mr.
Root's problem is seen.
It Is thought at the State Department that the solution of the problem lies in the abolition of a number
of consulates of the United States in
order that those which are almolutely
necessary to the country's Interests
may be operated.
Figures are given which show that
the American consulates are not
maintained at one-hatne scale of
those of other nations. For instance.
in Shanghai, the American consulate
is paid 15,000 a year, with a few fees.
The English consul at the same place
is paid $7,500 a year, and in addition
his government furnishes him with a
large house. Germany and France
each pays its consul general at
Shanghai 9,500 a year.
Another case is cited of the consul
The
ate at Pretoria. South Africa.
representative
receives
American
$3,0(10 n year, while the German gets
It appears

ee
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$10,000.

It will not cost you a cent to try
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets, and they are excellent for
stomach troubles and constipation.
Get a free sample at any drug store
NOTICE

(Smnli Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the. Interior, United
Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
States
1!H6.
March
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, under
sections 1G and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891. (20 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made befcre the United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M
on April 17, 190C, viz., Emllio Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
In tee. ions 24 and
23,
township 7
north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the tswnshlp, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Al
buquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, of
Peralta, N. M., end Manuel Alderete,
of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
cf the interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the alove
mentioned time and place to crossexamine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Register.
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SHE WAS NOT

PER-

MANENTLY INJURED
The injuries received by Mrs. Walter M. Taber of Santa Fe by the runaway of Mr. Taber's team and by be-

ing thrown from tie buggy Thursday
lasi, while at Estancia, are not so serious us was at first expected. Mrs.
Taber la resting easily and expects
to return to Santa Fe in a few days.
There will be no permanent Injury.
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What Liquozone Is.

Where It Applies.

V.io extreme.
That is its main distinction. Common germicides are xL-ollrMiH'htrn
That is wlv li.txxi I"in
when taken internally.
li'iw
Tronhlt
medicine Inn been so helpless in a gem rut:h.i
t'o;.i
disease.
Lnpiozone. i'i exhilarating, vi- - f tiUtiiptlou
rJ!K&ifliiU!t
lHUvt
taliziinf. purttying; yet no disia.se germ t anct-Mirrii
can ci.-,- t in it.
ysenlerv In.irrrie n
vnt(-HtIiuuilriiH
We ii:rc based the Ameri":iii ri :l.ts to
.Mm - l.rvitit'ii
uftcr thousands of iMia Jiad ,
tittli :;u.,cj

,

If you need Liquozor.c, and have never
tried it, please send uj this cou)xj!i. We
will then mail you an order on a local
druggist for a
e
bottle, and will
pay the druggist ourselves for it. This
is our free gilt, nado to convince you;
to let the product i: i If show ynii what
it ran do.
In j:: ti e to yourself, please
accent it today, for it places you under
no obligations whatever.
Liquozone costs l)h'. iithI $1.
full-tdz-

CUT OUT THIS COUPON
Fill It mil and mull
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CALIFORNIA

First Ward City Hall.

Second Ward At offlce of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co., on Oold avenue.
Third War., At offlce of E. II.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Near corner
Copper avenue and Third street. of
At which said election the qualified
electors of the said City of Albuquerque. New Mexico, residing within the
Il:nits of the said city, shall choose
tha following officers:
One Mayor For a term of two
years;
One City Clerk For a term of two
years ;
One City Treasurer For a torm of
two years.
Two Members of the City Council
from the First Ward One for a term
of four years and one for a term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member pf the City Council
from the Second WardFor a term
or four yeara;
One Member of the City Council
from the Third ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the City Council
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the Board of Edu
cation from the First Ward For a
term of four years;
i wo Members of the Board Kf Education from the Second Ward One
for a term of four years, and one for a
term of two years, to fill out an unexpired term.
One Member of the Board of Edu
cation from the Third Ward For a
tern of four years;
One Member of the Board of Edu
cation from the Fourth Ward For
tent of four years;
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.

Sptclal Correspondence.
Deming, N. M., March 19. M. T.
Brown, of the Brown Realty company, la In town with a party of home- seekera and investors who are taking
in Deming and the surrounding country. Mr. Brown's home hunters have
already taken up over 8000 acres of
land adjacent to Deming with the in
tention cf irrigating and farming the
same.
The Leopold brotners and party
from Chicago passed through Deming
In their special car en route for Silver
City and thence by private conveyance
to their Bonanza copper mines in the
Burro maintains. The Leopold com
pany has Invested over a fourth of a
million In their property and are
turning out thirty to forty tons of blga
grade copper concentrates dally, worth
at the smelter from $t!0 to $76 per
ten amounting to an average dally
output of $2000.
The owners are greatly pleased wltn
the workings of the mine and are contemplating improyements In the way
of Increased mill capacity, etc.
Thomas Carr, master mechanic or
the Santa Fe at Deming, and W. v.
Wallls of this city, are Just completing
their new residences on Copper avecottage put up
nue. The eight-rooby Mr. Wallis Is more or less or a departure from the general style or tue
renting houses in town. It Is a frame
house with generous porches, a gabled roof and an attic fitted up as a
second story. New cement sidewalks
NOTICE
are being laid on Gold avenue and also
on Spruce street. Meyers' new brick
Notice Is hereby given that an elec
market building, which hae Just been tion will be held in the City of Alcompleted and opened with & full sup- buquerque. New Mexico,
on Tuesday,
ply of choice meats, vegetables, etc., A 111 3, 1U06, between the hours
of 9
would be a credit to a city of much o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
larger pretentions.
said day, at the following polling
The unlimited supply of pure fresh places:
water furnished by the Deming City
First Ward City Hall.
Water company is stimulating all of
Second Ward At office of Chaa.
our best citizens to patronize the wa- Oadwlck & Co., on Oold avenue.
ter company and many of them are Third Ward At offlce of E. H.
planting fruit and shade trees, gar- Dunbar, on South Third street.
dens, s ii rubbery and lawns, taking adFourth Ward Near corner of Cop
vantage of the liberal water rates to per ovenue and Third street.
At which election the Question of
improve and beautify their nomes.
Deming with her fine water system, authorizing the Issuance of Three
electric light plant, telephone system, Hundred Thousand (1300,000) Dollar
s;reet sprinklers and cement pave- of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
ments is fast becoming an ideal home . ew Mexico, to purchase and extend
tho vuter works now owned by the
town.
W. C. Tldmars has just purchased Water Supply company of said city,
a block cf ground on Silver avenue will be submitted to the qualified
electors of said city, who are the
and is putting up a first class livery owners
of real or personal property,
Btable. The Increased demand caused
by the influx of home seekers and fcuujoct to taxation, within the City
Albuqueroue.
of
settlers justifies the venture. Over
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
2,000 acres have been taken up by
permanent settlers this week.
NOTICE
Deming is quite lively in a social
way, too; church festivals, card parNotice is hereby given that an
ties and picnics being very frequent. election
will be held In the City of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on TuesTorture by Savaget.
day, April 3rd,
1906,
the
"Speaking of the torture to which hours of 9 o clock a. m. between
and 6 o'clock
pome of the savage tribes In the Phil- p.
m., of sa?U day, at the following
ippines subject their captives, reminds voting places:
me of the intense suffering I endured
First Ward City Hall.
for three months from Inflammation
office of Chas.
Second Ward-j-of the kidneys." says W. M. Sher- Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
man of dishing, Me. "Nothing helped
Third Ward At offlce of E. II.
me until I tried Electric Bitters, three Dunbar, on South Third street.
hottlp of tvhfph nnmnlotolw .utnrf mo'
Fourth Ward Near corner of Coo
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood per aveuue nnd Third street.
At which said election the question
aisoruers ana malaria; and restores
lie weak An1 nervous tn rnlmat hnaltl.- - of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Price Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
sue.
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect ana build a city
building, will be submitted to the
SKELETON OF MAN
qualified electors of said city, who
the owners of real or persona)
FOUND NEAR DELTA are
property, subject to taxation, within
the said City of Albuquerque, New
AND SUPPOSED TO BE THAT OF Mexico.
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
MAN FORMERLY OF COLFAX

You do not sacrifice com-

Nip.
ALL THE WAY

Ask Santa Fe Agent

at Albuquerque
for tourist
sleeper booklet

fort for economy when you
go m a Santa Fe Tourist
Pullman.
$25.00 FOR

A
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

Slight extra charge for btrth.
'
free.
OUSTLES8

H'Mrt'&a

urue plunily.

um n uuly
Isul tlmt lliln t,II.T uppll !
Any I'liyi ii
,tr h'tfpi it
l usui4 1,11
rill be ik'liy u;ilinl iux lulu.
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Seal In chair car

HARVEY MEALS

ROADBED

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kanaaa City, St. Loula, Chicago,
and all point North and Eaat by tho

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefor, the beat The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair car and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For full particulars tee any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

V. JR.

General Agent.

STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent
EL PASO, TEXAS.

nnczxn
(i

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Steamship tickets to all parts

Fast passenger and freight service.
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M.,

with" the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa,
Ke, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific rati-wavia Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
S. B. GRIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen.. Mgr.
FRANK D1BERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
J. P. LYNO,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Fit. and Pasa. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
y.

0

0
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COUNTY.

DENVER
&
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'Scenic Line of the World"

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 548.)
From Springer Stockman:
Shortest and quickest lino from
Does anyone In Colfax countv know Department of the Interior, United
States Iind Offlce, Sama Fe, N. M.,
Santa Fo to Denver, Pueblo and ColoWilliam Alexander, or has known
March 5, 190C.
such a man. living In this county
rado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Notice Is hereby given that the follosince 1892? He was suppoed to have wing-named
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
claimant has filed nocomo here that year from Delta. Colo.,
all lines eaat and west. Time aa qulek
and the discovery of a skeleton near tice of his Intention to make final
support of his claim under
and ratea aa low aa by other line.
Delta has brought the innulrv from proof iu 16
the Colrado authorities. The follow Sections3, 1891and(2617 of the act of
Stats.. 854). as
PULLMAN
ing letter, received this week. Is ex- March
SLEEPERS,
DINING
planatory, and If the hunted man Is amended by the act of February 21,
CARS.
TOURIST
CARS, CHAIR
127
4.0), nnd that said
around or anyone knowing him, will proof will stats.,
he made before the U. S.
CARS.
call at the Stockman otlice, a nasty
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque.
affair can be probably cleared up:
On all through trains. No Ureoome
N. M.,. on April 14, 1906, viz:
pilar
Delta, Colo., March 11, l!)0ti.
Vigil, for the Licit 1, Sec. 25, T. 7 N.,
delaya at any station.
To the Mayor of Springer, N. M.:
Dear Sir Pardon us fur interrupt- R. 2 E.,2, and in Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 3
E.:
7
Sees.
lot
26.
25
R.
N..
T.
and
ing your busy moments. Hut a recent
For Illustrated advertising
matter
A In lot 3, iu Sec. 35,
discovery of a skeleton here, near 2 E-7- and Tract
or
Information, addroae or apply to
2
D,
E.,
T.
II.
3,
Tract
and
!.,
lot
Ceradedge, has brought up an old
Sec. 35, T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 2,
story of the disappearance
of one
r
R. 2 E.
named William Alexander, formerly, T. He N.,names
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
the following witnesses
we believe, a resident of the sect Ion
to
prove
his
actual
continuous
adverse
near your city.
A. S. BARNEY,
P.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
possession of said tract for twenty
William
Alexander was a man years next preceding
the survey of
about five feet eight, a pleasant fel- the
township, viz:
low, and fifteen years ago was about
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
5 to 45 years old. Me was In partnership here with a man namerl Forest, N. M.; Slsto Ilaco y Baca. f.
Mariano Vigil, of AlJointly owning a ranch ,)n Grand buquerque,N. N.M.;M.;
RAILROAD TIME TABLE
Placido Salazar y
t
June 2H, 1Mi2, Alexander Otero, of Albuquerque.
Jmesa.
N. M.
disappeared and nothing has been
(In effect November 12. 1905.)
Any person who desires to proheard of him since, n!' hough much
against the allowance of said
Eastbound.
speculation has occurnd over what test
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:56
proof, or who knows of any substan...SANTA
become of him. it is thought by tial
a. in., departs 8:25 a. III.
ri.isriii under the laws and regusome that Forest killed Mm. and If is
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
Department
of the Interior
tho discovery of the skeleton that has lations
proof
not be allowed Effective December JO, J
departs 12:0U a. m.
revived the old story. Will yon en- why suchgiven anshould
905 No.p. 8,m.,Chicago
& Kansas City Exopportunity nt the
deavor, if not ton iimch trouble, to will be
press, arrives 0:45 p. tn., departs
d
time and place to Eastbound.
Westbound.
have your local pap i make mention
7:45 p. m.
the witnesses of said
of this fact, and
if William AlexNo. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
and to offer evidence in
No. 42G.
Stations.
No. 423.
ander came to Springer or lmB eeii claimant,
t: do a. in-- departs 7:30 a. m.
rebuttal of that submitted by claim
there during the
Westbound.
It will quiet a nRrity matter here if ant.
m
a
3:00
p
m
Pueblo
11:05
MANTEI. It. OTEHO.
you can lt3m Boi'imliih about it. l
4 :35 a in
Colo. Springs
9:40pm No. 1, California Express, arrlve7:30
Hegistr.
P. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
soiH you newspaper riippliiKB which
7:30 am Ar. Denver Lv.
i : uu p iu
will tell you K'ur.t't.'.it.i; about the
12:51 n m
ICopanola
1:26 pm No. 3, California Limited, arrives
MERCHANT
TAILORING
trouble.
11:00am I.v. Santa Ke Ar. 3:30 p m 11:10 a- m., departs 11:20 a. m.
3:00 p m
Barranca
11:30 p m No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
UPSTAIRS.
OVER NO. 209 WEST 4:02 ii m
arrives 10:45 p. in., departs 11:5a.
10:29 p ra
Servilleta
If nny of those
may know or
4 : 32 v iu
RAILROAD
AVENUE, 0. BAMTres l'itdras
10:U0p m No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
nave known William Alexander will
C:45 p in
8:10 p m
Antonlto
Southbound.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
utxlfy this paper, giMiig particulars
8:30 p in
6:40 a m No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
Alamosa
when last they saw him, or his pres2:11 pm
Emtnido
12:26pm
p. in.
ent whereabouts, it v. ;;i be highly apMr merciisr.t tailoring rtiop In
freight train, No. 99, southLocal
preciated.
over No. :r9 West Railroad ave-n'jTrains stop at Kmbudo for dinner.
bound, departs at 5 a. tn., and carwhere
solicit the patronage of where good meals are served.
ries passengers.
Afflicted With Ri eumatiam.
tne public. All work guaranteed first
!
Connection!.
was and am ve afflicted with c a
Arrives From South.
as I have had fifteen years' ex
rheumatism," says Mr J. C. Bayne. rerieuce in the tiusineis. Suit road
At AuioiiTti), tor Duraugo, aiWeiun No. 10. Mexico Express,
arrives 6:50
editor of the HeraU. Addington.
Intermediate
points.
and
a. m.
to order. Clothe cleaned, pressed and
iiaa Territory, -- Iju- t:
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and No. 10 makes all local stops east of
to Cham-ii- rc;i:re1. The specific I use will not
berlain'a Pain lialm
able once Injure the rlotb. Ladies' garments intermediate points, via eltber the
Albuquerque.
more lo attenj to I. ' ss. It Is the ilso cleaned
and walking skirts made ttamlarU gauge line via La veta Pass No. 1 runs direct to Los Angelea.
gauge
or
narrow
of liniintnts."
the
makvia
Sallda.
me
a
troubled with to urder. Give
trial.
No. 7 runs
to San Francisco.
rheuma-ising the entire trip In daylight and No. 3 runs direct
give IV. Halm a trial
O. BAMBINI.
direct to Los Angeles and
passing through the FAMOUS HOYAL
md you are certain
be more than
San Francisco.
pleased with the pr.'t: l't relief it af
(iOROK.
Also for all point on the AH trains dally.
llni .ltl i!iMit pay any more
f"rds. One applh-a'Clare."
t.
a relieves
C'reeda
branch.
T. K. PURDY. Agont.
the
In', likes
' No, h.Pain. For sale bv a!! druggists.
hr Immense- anda. a. 11AKNEV. Traveling Freight Tom l.awtion has promised
to spend
ly i,m lias f. .1 n.i lier so reserved."
I'asneuKr Aent.
Subscribe for The ' .tizen and get
day ui a cuagi esslonal hearing. Hear- wonder v.h
s. k. noopisn. o. p. a..
could
Kesenedr
the news.
!..-- ;
have vivl-- d !ur."
good,
u Tom's un.iind.
Deuver. Colo.
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50c. Bottle Free.

GMtrr-nn- tit

Liij:iorrlia
liny

Gathered by Our Special

Economy Way

Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held In the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 190G, between the hour of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
ald day, at the following polling

D.5R.G.system

Alao miwt fnrml of Ihs fnllnain:
Ki.lney TrnuM
I.lv, r Trouble
bL',m.-Wmitfn' Jum-juTrulila
li;tluinniatloii nr rat.irrli-- - impure or pot
-.........
union., in,M n. u K'Tiu HUM' It.
vu.iu
lii nTV4u
i..iiii.7.imi, aim mi vitllxr,
accouiiflialjiugutihi'
remarku'ila
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What Liquozone Can Do for You and It Is Free.
been made with it. Its power had been
proved, again and naia, in the mo-- t difficult germ diseases.
Then vve offered to
supply the first bottle free i:i every disease that required it.
And over one
million dollars have lion snout to an
nounce and fulfill t!;UC'.TT.
The result is that 1 .(KW.OeO bottles
have been used, mostly in the past two
vears. Todav there are rountle cun d
ones, scattcn d everywhere, to tell what
Liquozone has done.
of the new.
Hut i o many others ncd it tl at this
offer i i published still. Li late years, shas traced scorrs of disease's to germ
.Hacks. Old remedies do not apply to
T!ie virtues of Liquozone are derived them. We wish to show those Kick ones
at our cost what Liquozono can do.
anlcl v from gases. The formula is scut to
The process of making re-each r.
Hires lame apparatus, and from 8 to 11
3 av' time. It is directed by cliemists
These nre. the diseases in which Liquoof the highest class. The object U to o zone
has been most employed.
In tliee
fix and combine the g.iscsuslocarryiuio
it has earned its widest reputation.
In
the system a jiowerful
of thexe troubles we supply the fir-- t
Contact with Li'piozone kiiU any forn I'll
!e free. Aid in all
no matter bow difof disea.se germ, because germs are of hot'
ficult we oiler each user a two months'
csetahle oriuin. Vet to theboJv Liouo- - further
te.-.-t
without tho rUk of a penny.
xone is not only harmless, but helpful

NOTICE

T.

A Test Will Tell

You who are waiting we nsk you
aeain to try Linuozone; to try it at our
expense. You'll regret this delay when
you learn what the orodurt menus to vim.
Do ns millions have done flop doubt-- !
ine; give Liquozone a test. Then judge
it by results. Germ diseases :md tii.rc
nre
of tliem call for a
Those are the diseases to which I.i.pio- -'
zone best applies.
Don't clinr Idindlv
e
remedies, if VOu ciem't find '
to
them effective. Let us prove the power
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Some Water Thoughts
lr. Harrison, ns a member of tho city council,
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fine-spu-

i.

Spelling

the foundations
be
cried tho old psalmist.
j "What shall the righteous do?
v! J He was not tho first nnr thp lust
r
man who thought the world was
going to the dogs. Such fears are
always exaggerated.
There Is no
reason for believing that every
nian la a rascal.
The disquieting
disclosures of the day affect but a
small percentage of the community. The great majority of officeholders are upright and faithful.
The great majority of business men are honest.
The
people generally are decent, Indusrlous,
and
honorable.
While Philadelphia was being turned upside down.
and the great insurance companies Inside out, and graft
and bribery were being unearthed, here and there, the
masses of the people were going about their business,
doing their daily work patiently and faithfully, practicing
the square deal In their exchanges, meeting their obligations, fulfilling their trusts. Frenzied finances and rotten politics touch but a fraction of our population. What
Is more, these revelations are themselves the evidence of
a rising tide of public morality. Most of the Iniquities
which have been brought to light are not novelties.
They have been flourishing for years, and the people
were not wholly Ignorant concerning them; either they
did not care very much, or they were too busy to grapple
with them. It is because there has been a great awakening of the public conscience, because the people are beginning to care about such matters, that, the light has
been turned on, and the rottenness has been exposed.
The mighty reaction and revolt against such Iniquities,
and the tremendous political overturnings that have come
aB the consequence of them, In which party lines have
been obliterated, show how sound at heart Is our Ameri
can democracy.
Of all the signs of the times, none is more strking
than the part which has been played In this uprising by
the newspapers. It is safe to say that, the daily newspaper is a good reflection of public sentiment. Some
times, Indeed, It leads public opinion, bravely and wisely;
but. as a rule, It Is never far In advance of public senti
ment, and tho thing that It says Is about what, the average man Is thinking. If this has been true during the
past twelve months, the average man must have been
doing some very sober thinking. For the editorial col
umns of the dally newspapers, during that period, have
been full of the most trenchant moral teaching. Here
and there ono finds a Philistine In the sanctum, and
catches the note of a Mammonite materialism, but for
the most part the newspapers have been lifting up t,,e
standards of a pure and high morality. Such stalwart
preaching of the eternal righteousness as we have been
hearing from them quite puts to shame the flabby and
mincing utterances of many of our pulpits. The attitude
of the newspaper press Is the best possible evidence
that the foundations are not destroyed and that the world
is not going to the dogs. "God Is in heaven ; all Is right
with the world."
"If

do-air-

to accompany the water company's expert In his
examination of the water eotiipnny'a pipes. This ho was
not Riven an opHrt unity to do. The Morning Journal,
the organ of the Waler Supply company, iin.l nn Institution largely to be benefitted by the proposed sale of that
company's plant to the city for $2.Vi.itim, speaking of tnls
episode, says:
"But what difference does it make, one way or the
character and
other? If the doctor wanted to learn the
acquired
the Incould
have
pipes,
be
of
the
condition
examining
the
by
better
and
easier
formation much
In all
mains where they are uncovered by the plumbers.
says:
parts of the town, every day." Again, the organ and
-Anyone who really wants to know the character
In
condition of the water pipes need have no difficulty
Retting all the information that he needs on that subject,
testiand such information as will be supported by the
mony of his own senses, by simply going out. and looking at the mains for himself."
are
The ridiculousness of the claim that the pipes
itself
uncovered In "all parts of the city, every day." In organ.
is ample answer to the whole argument of the
statement
Of equal disregard to sense and fact Is the
hithat anyone can "go out and look at the mains for public
mself as though they were lying out loose for
inaction. If this is the case, why was It necessary for
of
the company's expert to go through the performance
apecial excavation for himself, if he could have "acquired the Information much easier and better, by examining the mains where they are uncovered by the
plumbers?" On the other hand, if expert Riffles found
it necessary to make special examination on which to
base his report, why should not Alderman Harrison have
as the
the benefit of the same examination, especially
professedly
was
It
and
excavation
the
paying
for
was
city
being made In the Interest of the city?
But the worst of all Is where the Journal says in
to
the same connection: "If we should allow ourselves
water
buy
refusing
the
to
or
buying
into
lx deceived
n
theories of gentlemen who have
plant by the
axes to grind in the matter," etc. Whether this applies
it
to Dr. Harrison, as It seems to do, or to anyone else,
ever
has
city
bluff,
this
fte
efforts
at
rawest
Is one of
seen. There is not a man in Albuquerque who has an
axe to grind in this matter, outside of the water company
and their organ, the latter expecting to be one of the
chief benficlarlea of the deal, should the voters of the
city be deceived into burdening themselves and their
successors for many years, with the exorbitant price
asked for the present water plant. The old cry of the
thief to "stop thief." .attempting thus to turn attention
from himself by fastening his falsehood upon another, is
too old to Impose upon as enlightened a community as
Albuquerque contains.

UtQ

Washington Gladden.

R.eforzs&

In this day of materialism, anything, to be a great
success, must have heavy capitalization. Even spelling
reform, which has heretofore been the harmless hobby
of a few dreaming faddists, may be expected, now that it
has been liberally financed by Carnegie, to speedily swell
into one of the great movements of the limes. Spelling
The recently published list
reform history repeats Its-dof scholars who will seek to change our English as It Is
spelled Is no more distinguished in its day than was a
like roll prepared to the same end in 1849. But the earlier reformers were not financed, and their reform died
out, perhaps of starvation.
This country has known many celebrated spelling
reformers. Josh EMrngs, who spelled to please himself,
because, as he said, it was easier to spell that way than
to learn to spell right, long, ago pointed out that Shakespeare had only one fault "he coodent apel." Someone
with a turn for curious statistics has carefully examined
an edition of Sir Thomas Moore's "Utopia," printed In
English in 1556, and found that fully a third of the words
were spelled differently then from now. So pronounced
has been the days since Chaucer that we almost require
translations in order fo understand him. But this is not
progress enough for the modern reformers.
If these
have their way, the next generation may heed translations of our own literature, indeed, some of the pupils
in those public schools where "frills and feathers'' are
carried to extreme already show an unfamiliarity with
the regulation spelling which is startling.
But pleasantry aside, that there Is need of reform
in the spelling of English no one can deny. Some reform has already triumphed. The dropping of k after c,
in such words as public, which al:out the time of the
breaking out of the civil war was spelt, publick, and the
elision of u from savior and words of that class, are in
the memory of many now living. It is an error, however, to suppose that a proper spelling reform contemplates phonetic spelling, or spelling according to
Mound.
The English language has certain well defined rules in spelling, but the trouble Is that the exceptions are nearly equal in number to the words which follow the rule. The proper reform would be to require the
application of the rule In all eases.

;

The Optic says that "except for the noise made by
lie comparatively small number of joint statehood
boomers, there has been little statehood agitation in the
territory for a year." The opponents of joint statehood
among the newspapers probably out numbered the friends
of the movement about ten to one; and counting the
replUtlons in the weekly press of what the two opposing
dailies said, the "noise" made against joint statehood,
as compared wbh the "noise" for It, was about as a
giant firecracker compared with one of the tiny given
kind.' But what strikes The Citizen as of most interest
in the Optic's article is the Implied confession that the
"noise" made by the ant
tire people was not an
agitation
for statehood.
This Is what The Citizen
thought all along and occasionally said, hut h nover
expected the Optic to admit it.
The Citizen, this eveuing, publishes the resignation
of 11. O. Bursum, superintendent of th,- - territorial penitentiary. This paper greatly regrets that Mr. Bursum
has considered It advisable to take this step. The general opinion in the territory, according to The Citizen's
knowledge and belief. Is that as superintendent of the
penitentiary, Mr. Bursum has been the right man in
place, and that his Incumbency has been the most
satisfactory the peiiiteutlary has known, not only in the
ahKcnce of scuudal and isissiliie complaint hip in the
and prosperity of the institution it self.
tin-rig-
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

Gems

Pee that your name appears on the
register, so that you can vote at toe
approaching city election.
There will lie a work meeting of the
I adies'
Aid society of the Congregational church Tuesday af ernoon a!
7 X:r!h K!fh
.
Mis. McClo.-.Uy- .

n

.

IT'S DRESSING UP TIME AGAIN.

WELCOME SPRING WITH

t.

Cn o in' ' c.iii.iic'.hig dates for
Bed Men's hull m- - meeting of the
Good Government league called for
tonight has been postponed subject
to call nf the chairman.
Kn.nk Hippo and Fred Davis, two
printers, who have been wor'.lng In

FASHION

PROPOSAL 4 Sliding scale of wages based on
selling price of coal.
Rejected because "increased wages would take
more than Increased price of coal."
PROPOSAL 5 Abolition of the present board of
conciliation, and a new system with three boards of
conciliation, one for each of the three districts, as the
final court.
Rejected on ground that present system works well.
PROPOSAL 6 Each company to collect from each
employe the union's monthly assessments.
n
men.
Rejected as unlawful and unjust to
Miscellaneous proposals as to weighing, tdze of cars.
'dead work," laborers, etc., rejected.
non-unio-
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One Woman's View-ODivorce Laws
Dr. Ella K. Dearborn.

By

OOOCCx VscXX0X00XXCvC0XCOC
When a couple no longer de- sire to live together, they are
divorced by every natural !nw,
ami further union Is as debasing to both as a sojourn in the
red light district. If love does
not hold a couple together, the
law should not, and easy diVv ' vorce
is one step toward purity.
You cannot legislate decency
into a man any more than you
nature
can legislate
human
out of him; the remedy lies In
' i
education.
For generations women have
been t rained for wives and
home makers.
Their training
begins with childhood. Nearly
every paper devotes some space
to the subject of home making,
but did you ever see a paper
that gave a column to telling
I'll. I'KAltlSUKX.
the husband how to keep his
wife in love with him? Did you ever know a mother
that trained iter boy to be a good husband? We have
many papers tor women, but none for men, and surely
the "head of the honso" sboiihi lie educated for Hiat
responsibility, so let our "honm nuuers" have a column
for men and give full instructions for tact, sweetness
dress, deportment, etc. Many wives feel aide to fend
in valuable contributions.
As the mothers of divorced
nn ii look hack uiion Hie Ixivhoo.i of these same men
do they realize that they trained those boys into habits
mat must neees.-anlmake bad husbands, ami const
qucntly unhappy wives? Mothers of today, are you, in
Itrainlng your Imys, doing your duty to the future wves?
If you cannot manage the child, bow do you expect me
future wife to get along wit.ll the husband? And yet
tin; wise counsel of nuinv
mothers weighs but
little against th.. had example of the fathers.
We may rail at exist Inir laws as being unnatural
iii.l dcfcctie; we may arguu that love, lust and cussed
iness are ntais;i: and therefore natural, but we can
no' successfully controvert the fact that education lifts
the individual out of the animal, this through intellectual
training.
Now, as a remedy against divorce, let the
men have some moral training. In the meant line let our
divorce laws be suc, that when love dies, the couple
may separate wi'kout , ga hindrance or disgrace.
y
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ing.

Zirdlll, playing alto, and R.
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MANY CHANGES

SINGLE AND DOUBLE

t
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0

0

Policy of tMs Store
teJo clean

up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

0
0
0

0

THE NAME

0

Worn. OhaipBin

0

Not only means the

0

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.

0
0
0
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1000

0

1000
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POOL

Parlors

Gussaroff

M.

Fulleiton Is In the city from LIVERV. SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Socono, accompanied by his sister,
N. A. Ktilzner.
Mr. Fullerton Horses and Mules bought and ei
changes
is really on the
that
A colony of people from Aa
'""'iii.
BEST TURNOUTS IV THE CITT
:e; have recently come into the
Second street, between Railroad and
Viil ' and are buying land in a very
Copper avnuea.
.
manner. The new livvrv
m

X

by C. T. Brown

is

11

7

Am
IP

Lucero

A

Cl'lwn want
Try one.

ad will get the

IubI-ces-

x-x-

-x-x

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.
llknniiARniin

Cniinrlptf onrl

MnnMna

0

IAarIsm

R. p. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Ihaftlagv,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
mmpmlr on Mining
nd Mill Machinery a Bpaelalty
rounary east viae 01 rauroaa iraca.
AioaQaero.se, n. m.

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

B

g
H

Im

Dealers

ExclusWe Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet A
Cbandon Wbite Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bobemlanand
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

THE CELEBRATED

0.

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
Bottled

In Bond.

W.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

MELINI & EAKIN

Strong's Sons

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

1

N. Second St.. Both Phones.

Albuquerque

Novelty

WorKs

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
Just received, large shipment or
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
321

Bole Agents.

Automatlo Phone,

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

X

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

Albuquerque, N. M.

TO DATE SIGNS

x-x-x

X

X

X-- X-X

i"'-in-

nearing completion, so thai
s" :o will soon have one if the
lar.:.
11111
best stables In nu. teni-''George Cook will have charge
1:.. new stable.
Mr.
Fullerton
'cnics that bis brother .1. s. Fuller-'"Iu. resigned from the captainship
of th.- N'ew Mexico mounted police as
rmiil ' :l, and stated that th, captain
lia- intention of resigning.

x

x- -x

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

W. s.

SiK-orr- o

j:

shoes.

(

BILLIARD

-

3000

0

&

being built

money's worth

o o o

0

web-foote- d

y

and your

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

Brunswick

'M'l

WITH THE NEW SEASON

BREASTED CUTS

We'll give you your mind's worth

Will. CHAPLIN

fa!

SUIT.

$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00

playing basso, tw;
prominent
members of the Ellery band, came In 0
from Los Angeles this morning and
will visit their old
friend, Caesar
Grande here, until the band reaches 0
here the coming Saturday, after which
the two musicians will continue north
with the company. Mr. Grande had 0
the two musicians around today Introducing them to his friends.
The Athletic association
of the 0
High school has contracted for two
appearances of the famous Rooney
Boys, a musical
organization,
for 0
their lyceuni course. Vhe Rooney
Boys Concert company Is well and fa- 0
vorably known throughout the United
States and the management Is t; be
congratulated upon securing such a 0
high class attraction.
The Rooney
Boys will be seen here the second
0
week in April.
The motor that operates the elevator In the Barnett building corner 0
Railroad avenue and Second street,
got nit of order shortly
before 2
o'clock this afternoon and owing to 0
friction, caused a volume of smoke to
pour up through the elevator shaft.
Aa alarm of Are was turned in and 0
the department quickly responded but
before iheir arrival the electricity had
been shut off and the danger of a fire 0
averted.
Messrs
Barneit, Bingham, Howell
and Strousner, who left about a week
ago on a boat down the Rio Gr.ande
for a duck hunt in the vicinity of La
Joya and Sn Acacio, have returned to
the city, but they came back on the
railroad and the boat will come along
as express matter in a few days. They
were fortunate in bagging quite a big
list of ducks, but very few geese, and
many friends throughout, the city today enjoyed
fowl.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Eddy left last
Saturday night for their old home
at Jamestown, N. Y., where, It is understood, Mr. Eddy will go Into the
blanket manufacturing business with
the Magulres, who were respectively
superintendent ami assistant superin
lessmasoBQBSSSZMiaut
tendent of tho Rio Grande Woolen
mill up to a short time ago, when
The finest place in the city to
they resigned. They were also from
Jamestown, and have returned to that
spend your idle hours.
town. While here, Mr. Eddy worked
on The Evening Citizen as a reporter.
I). S. Jackson
.f Willard, accompaBest brands of Cigars and Tonied by his son, Lester, left this morning for iheir home after a visit of two
bacco always on hand.
weeks iu this city In attendance on
Mrs. Jackson, who has been In the St.
Joseph's hospital undergoing an operation which proved entirely successful,
and being now on the high road to re
Proprietor.
oven. Mrs. Jackson's mother, Mrs.
- M. Polk, who has also been attendSecond street, Barnett Building.
ing I., r daughter, accompanied
Mr.
Jack-o- n
to Wllllard this morning. Mrs.
Jackson villi remain here until she
has lully recovered from the opera-lion- .
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
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A NEW

HAS BEEN HONORED In The MAKING Of Our SPRING SUITS

s

a-

SMILE AND

EVERY KINK AND TURN OF FASHION

Bal-drldg-

A'.

A GLAD

LAST SPRING'S CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL, THE CLINGING BACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
THE "CORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND
OLD.

i

own.

OLD WINTER
BLOW AND EASTER IS

I'

a.-c-

Hard Coal Miners
Operators
And

PROPOSAL 1 Agreement for one year. Including
recognition of U. M. W. of A.
Rejected by operators with Maud for "open shop"
and no recognition.
PROPOSAL 2 Eight hour work day.
Rejected by operators, claiming it reduces produc
tion and increases cost.
PROPOSAL 3 Uniform scale of wages.
Rejected "because each colliery Is a problem ot Its

Imi tSprimvg' iShmnUs

HAS RECEIVED HIS DEATH
NOT FAR OFF.

fair-mind-

thracite

19, 1906.

N--

i

the composing department of The
Evening Citizen, the past few weeks,
will leave this evening for El Paso.
Last Friday evening Miss Blanche
Reed entertained with a farewell party to Robcr, L. Kelly of Chicago, who
departs soon for that city. The house
was artistically decorated In grren
and games and refreshments were Indulged In during the evening.
Professor Hiram Hadley, superintendent of public Instruction, left Santa Fe last Friday afternoon for
where he will appear before
the Otero County Teachers' associa
tion In an address on "The Relations
of the Spiritual and the Material."
Professor Hadley expects to return to
to Santa Fe Wednesday.
of Boston,
Miss Irma Tascher,
Mass., Is expected to arrive In the city
soon as the guest of Miss Bessie
Broadway.
Miss
on South
Tascher has many friends In this city.
she having lived here for many years
prior to the death of her father some
two years ago, who will bo glad to
learn of her Intended visit to this
city.
The ladies of the John A. Logan
Circle, G. A. R., gave a St. Patrick
social Saturday night which was highly entertaining and successfud from
every point of view. About 100 guests
were present to partake of the nospit-anticof the ladles. A delightful mti
slcal program, appropriate to tne occasion, wa rendered and elegant refreshments served.
F. Lawrence Walker, representing
Charles B. Hanford, is In the city and
today made arrangements with Man
ager Matson of the Elks' opera house
for the appearance of Mr. Hanford
and company here on Saturday,
of
March 31st. playing "Taming
the Shrew" in the evening, and
producing "The Merchant of Venice"
at the matinee In the afternoon. Mr.
Walker has been associated with Mr.
Hanford for fifteen years.
The auction sale of lots In the Perea
and Eastern additions held by the
Surety Investment company, Saturday night, when Scott Knight officiated with his leathern lungs, resulted in the sale of $7,455 worth of
Albuquerque dirt. Col. Sellers, of the
company, expressed himself as thoroughly satisfied with the result of
XXX)00XXXXXXOOCOC0OOOC0XDO
this rather novel sale ,sf city lots.
Last night, at Red Men's hall, the
Harugarle lodge. No. 670, held a reception, the guests being L. Starks,
ftlhe
grand president; and L. P. Bischoff,
acting grand secrtary, both gentlemen
at Denver. The local lodge
XXCK000XXOOOOOOOCOOO00000 located
members were out In force, and all
Miners' convention in sesslou in Indianapolis Is to the courtesies possible were shown
They
discuss the following proposals and rejections 'u the an the two distinguished visitors.
this mornDenver
returned
north
to
district:

An Important Alibi
It is a pleasant thing to learn that the United States

nupreuie court has not lost Its usefulness. This It has
demonstrated in the decision against the paper trust,
that a corporation cannot claim the Immunity of an individual in the matter of yielding up incriminating evidence. The court puts it aptly when it says a corporation Is, after all. "an association of individuals under
an assumed name."
The Standard Oil company, for instance, is but an
alias for John D. Rockefeller and H. H. Rogers and
some comparatively small fry. They have been going
to church while the Standard Oil company bus been
Binning.
Yet, under the very kind of plea which the
supreme courts has flung back into the face of the trusts
they not only hold themselves absolved, but also the
Standard Oil company. Would not any court be dense
or delmuched to recognize such a double immunity
accept an Impossible alibi?
CorjKirate aggression, in its ruthless stampede over
human rights, has been pulled up with a sharp jerk.
A halt has lieen called upon the vast plot to syndicate
criminals against the public and lay the blame upon an
It is now up to the trust bandits
impersonal entity.
to elect whether they will take their medicine as individuals or as corporations, and in either casi. it ought
to I? made bitter enough to put them out of their kind
of business forever.
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JUST RECEIVED

the Philippine Islands, is endorsed
mnrtermasters who have
charge ()f that work, as being more
uuraiiio nnd as answering the pur
pose in all respects much better than
.the lumber brought from the United
States. The quartermaster general's
office, In this city, has been gathering

00-000-0-0-0-

Hugh Bruner and S. A. War- To be Selected at Tonight's
United States and Territorial Grand Juries Ready
ner Accused by a Milk
Meeting of the City
various parts of the Island, ther is
Business-Mayor
For
Here
Llewellyn
Council.
!:;;C,,lstcYa,rd1rTbdy;ts?dv:;?
Wagon Driver.

S(Cl;"I::1:hl,

I

'
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POLICE

NfWS THREE STRAIGHT PARTY

COURT

TICKETS

There will be a regular meeting of
Merrlman. a son of the wa;ch-Inaa the main g.Te f the Ameri-fa- jthe city cruneil tonight at which tlmt
plant, anil Judges and clerks of the different
Lumber company's
who drives a milk wagon for a local wards for the coming city election
dairy company, caused ihp arrest of will be named by Mayor McKee and
Hugh Bruncr and 8. A. Warner, two submitted for the approval of the vtty
employes of the American Lunilier council. This will about complete the
company. charging tbat they attempt- tontine work in preparation for the
coming election which gives promise
ed to hold him tip.
According to the milk wagon driv- of developing Into a rather lively and
er's story he had just delivered some Interesting municipal election, aside
milk lo the Navajo bearding house, from the two bond issues that will
near the lumber mills and had taken a also be voted upon.
No serious talk is heard or a non
check of $37 In payment for a milk
bill. Riving about all tu.e cash he had partisan ticket now and it is quite
In his pocket In payment for the dif- evident that both the republicans and
ference between the amount of the democrats will put straight tickets In
milk bill nnd the check given him. the field, and the socialists as well.
He said a number of men were at the The socialists claim that they will be
boarding house and overheard
the able to corral at least 4M votes, and
transaction, and that after he left the they are making preparations to pui
house he was set upon by three men, up a stiff fight for their respective
two of whom held Tilm while the third candidates.
So far the registration in the difsearched him, asking where the check,
which he had just received, and which ferent wards has been rather light
they failed to find, toad gone to. and but as three days still remain in which
that not finding any money or the the registration books will be open It
check, one struck him savagely In the is thought that activity In this line
face after which all three fled. Merri-ma- n will be more great for the next three
stated to the police that he could days than heretofore. It should be
by would-bvoters that in
identify two of the men, as could a
boy who cam upon the scene of the order to be legally entitled to a vote
alleged hold-uJust as the men were one must pay one's poll tax and regileaving. Saturday afternoon a police- ster as well, and that the registration
man and the boy together with Merri-ma- must take place in the ward in which
stationed themselves at the gate one lives.
The registration books for the difof the mill inclosure and as the men
filed out pointed out Bruner and War- ferent wards are located at the folner as the men. They were promptly lowing places:
arrested and yesterday morning were First Ward, B. L. Washburn's
released on a, cash bond for their ap- clothing store. South Second street.
pearance In police court this morning
Second
bottling
Harsch
Ward.
at which, time they were given a pre- works. South First street.
liminary hearing.
Third
Ward, Johnson's
bicycle
Both men bear excellent reputations store. South Second e;reet.
at the mill, having been employed Fourth Ward, Matsou's book store,
there for some time past. They pos- West Railroad avenue.
itively deny any connection with the
On Saturday night. Mnrcli 24, both
alleged hold-ualthough Merriman's the democratic and republican parties
identification of them is very positive. will hold their primaries at which
When the case was called this time aldermen for the different wards
morning Attorney Hlckey, represent- will be selected, and on the following
ing the defendants, asked for a con- Monday night the democratic and retinuance of the case until 2 o'clock publican city conventions will be held
for the purpose of selecting and
this afternoon to allow of the
of witnesses, which was nominating candidates ' for mayor.
granted.
city clerk and city treasurer, and the
When the case was resumed at 2 aldermanlc candidates named at the
o'clock this afternoon Merrlman, the primaries will be ratified at these
complaining witness, wha Is but 13 conventions.
years old, was placed upon the witness stand. He made an exceedingly
FUNERALS
poor witness for the prosecution. The
boy testified that he was met at the
The
ceremonies over the
corner of Fourth street and Mountain remains funeral
of
Garcia of 218
road by three men who entered his North Sixth Romulo
who died at his
buggy and drove him out near the Am-- l home yesterdaystreet,
afternoon after an illerican Lumber company's mill where ness of several months,
aged 39 years,
they searched him. In
will take place tomorrow morning at
he became very much confused as 9 o'clock
from the Immaculate Conto time, date, e:c, and admitted that ception
with the Kniglits of
he did not see the men's faces, as Colomhus church
lodge in charge of the re- they were covered with masks, Identi I mains. Deceased
was formerly an em
fying them by their boots and clothes,
i tne uross Kelly company, and
saying they had the same clothes on ploye
It was
working fot then that an
when arrested as when they held him accidentwhile
occurred which eventually reup. Another witness, w:io had not
in his death. He dropped a
Been the holdup but had heard the sulted
upon his leg at the knee,
boy's- - story of the alleged holdup, was heavy box
which caused an injury necessitating
placed upon the stand and almost re amputation.
He never fully recovered
futed everything said by the first wit
ness. Police Judge Crawford, In vlew from the operation, which yesterday
his death.
of the frailness of the evidence and caused
members of the lodge of Knights
the weakness of the story told by the of All
Columbus are requested to meet at
noy, promptly discharged the prisonthe home of deceased Brother R. B.
ers.
Garcia, 218 North Sixth street at 7:45
R. Rivera and H. Rivera pleaded o'clock tonight, at which time the
guilty to being drunk and disorderly funeral ritual of the order over the
and were assessed $10 or ten days remains of the deceased will be held.
each. Elmer Ekatll pleaded guilty to
John Martz, who died in this city
being intoxicated and was fined $5.
last Wednesday, was laid to rest today
In ihe case of Acasia Romero, in the Catholic cemetery
at Santa
charged with carrying concealed a Barbara, in compliance with a message
weapon,
pisdeadly
in the nature of a
received from the deceased's
tol, the defendant tried to explain how brother, Henry Martz, who resides In
he came to have the gun but met with Cumberland, Md.
poor success, being fined $60, in lieu
of which he was committed to the MANY GRANT COUNTY
city bastlle. It is thought, however,
that Romero will dig up the money beSALOOMSTS INDICTED
fore night and secure Ills release.
R.
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The J !t00 spring term of the Second
district court Is in session. It began
this morning with the selection of the
t
United Stales Viand Jury. The
Una; of the United States pot it
Jury which was next taken up could
not be completed owing to the insufficiency of the first, venire to furnish an
adequate number of eligible Jurors. A
special venire was Issued and this
work will be taku. up again on Thursem-pan-

day, March 22.

The territorial grand jury was empaneled, sw:rn and charged and put
to work during the afternoon.
This jury Is compared as follows:
William Kieke, foreman; Antonio
Montoya, John H. Blake.
Rumaldo
Montoya. Charles Lawler, Teoflllo Romero, H. II. Tlltcn. Emello de Luna,
Dhgo Sanchez, Dan K. Davidson,
Romero, Camilo Lucero, S. J.
Bonnsel, Ramon Moya-- Dcslderlo Montoya, John Ford, Donaciano Perea, Felipe O'Hnnnon. Andy Hatch, Mellton
Chavez, M. F. Myers.
IHstrlet Attorney F. W. Clancy represents the territory s prosecutor.
Deputy Sheriff Arthur Heyn Is In attendance representing Sheriff Perfec-tArniljo.
Adblpbo Chaves was
8 worn in as interpreter before tne territorial grand Jury. Nestor Montoya
entered upon his twentieth term as
official court lnterprter.
The United States grand Jury is
composed as follows:
Hugh J. Trotter, foreman; Santos
Ortla, AM Sandoval, Solomon Cande-larina- ,
Jacobo Aragon, Diego Sanchez,
Jose Otero, Fermln Torres, Juan Garcia, Manuel Rodarte, Francisco A. Oar
cia, Sauton (Antonio) Ortiz,- - Guadalupe Lucero. Steve Rhoel, Daniel
Chaves. Perflllo Montoya, Seferlno
Ambroslo Gurule. Juan Jara
mlllo, John Balok, James Grunsfeld.
United S ates Attorney W. H. II.
Llewellyn, assisted by Attorney D. J.
Leahy, is prosecuting cases berore
the United States grand Jury. J. M.
Montoya was appointed Interpreter
before this Jury.
Anasticio Garcia. David Cervates
and Adolfo Chaves were appointed
court bailiffs.
After the grand juries had been put
to work court was adjourned In both
branches by Judge Abbott at 3 o'clock
to meet at 10 o'clock tomorrow morn-
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llin Santa
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tried. will consume at least two weeks,
Aside from this, the United Sintes
docket will not consume over a week,
i ne ifinmi) a criminal
qockci is
not extensive and beyond three weeks
the time to be consumed by the ter-rltorlal business of the session depends entirely upon the time the
grand Jury will be in session. How
ever. It is doubtful If the funds on
hand will be sufficient to pay running
expenses for a longer term than three
ml f 11 in n v on

i
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Wfeks.

United State Docket.
The United States docket contains
the following cases: United States of
America versus Edward Coulter, et al;
an attempt to r;b United States mall.
United States of America versus
Bill Poe et al; robbery.
United States of America versus
Robert Asplund; selling liquor to Indians.
United States of America- versus A.
F. Morgan et al; selling liquor without license.
United States of America versus
Robert C. Tlvlnlngj misapplication of
national bank funds.
In the matter of E. J. Welmer;
sending lewd and obscene matter
through the mails.
United States of America versus
Hasten C. C. Chebtgarv et al; assault
with Intent to kill.
United States of America versus
Kid Bean et al; prize fighting.
W. Fnaser and others; conspiracy.
United States of America versus Antonio Candelarla et al; selling liquor
to Indians.
United States of America versus
Tapla; adultery.
United States of America versus
Andreas Trujillo; selling liquor to Indians.
United States of America versus
Domingo Valles et al; adultery.
United States of America versus J.
C. Brewer; forgery.
United States of America versus
Richard Roe et al; obstructing United
States mail.
United States of America versus
Thos. N. Hindi; selling liquor to Indians.
United States of America versus
John Doe et al; selling liquor to Indians.
United States of America versus
ing.
John Roe et al; selling liquor to InMay Be a Shortage of Fund.
dians.
Tile length of time to which the
United States of America versus
Sec-nd
district court will be in ses- Jose Padillo; selling liquor to Indians.
sion depends upon the course taken
United States, of America versus
by several cases which are scheduled Ruperto Gonzales et al; robbery of
to come up. The Caledonian Coal postofflce.

GRAND

RAPIDS

Mlhert Faher
Furniture, Carpets and Drapzrks
0000X)C0XCCfeX00000

YOUR EASTER
GOWN

NEWSPAPER

24

118

the

Cold Avenue

TELL US 'OW TO DO IT.
Toll us how we can supply you

better quality cigar for the money
than the well known and well liked.
White Lily cigar without loss and
we'll do it. You know very well
wo must make some profit or go ra
of business, but we are content with
fair margin. Hence the low prlc
ft
cents for such a fine cigar. J3.00 bj
the box of fifty.

Led by tho

INSPIRED FERULLO
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'
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ASSAULTtD MAN IS
IN SHAPE

AGAIN

Oscar Erickon, formerly employed
,

-

STCCK

as'night chef at the Alvarado, .who
-

was badly beaten up by the night
watchman at the Alvarado some five
weeks ago, having both of his hands
broken, a scalp wound five inches long
Inflicted, and other Injuries
which
came near resulting In his death, is
again able to be up and around after
spending soma weeks in the hospital,!
i ne nignc waicnman, wno was bound
over to await the action of tho grand
jury on a charge of assault with attempt to kill, will be given a hearing
the 23rd or this month. At present
he is under bond for his appearance
in court.

PRICES
NIGllT Lower floor, $1; first three
rows Jn' balcony, 75; balance of balcony, 50e.
MATINEE Adults, Tic;
children,

MAR EOS

THE

MONEY

METAL

WOOL

JB

A. J. RICHARDS 1

11314 WEST

35c.

Money Market.
New York, March
call, firm, 5,i; prime mercantile
per, fiffifii; sliver, BU'4.

Statt on ml at Matsott

Wednesday, March

on

at

21,

BAND

GREATER

Wool Market.
St. Louis, March 19. Wool market,

The St. Elmo

o'clock.

9

pa- -

THAN

EVER

2

'

0SEPH

barnett,

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 0

Prop'r.

SAMPLE AND

X20 West Railroad Avenae

steady; territory and western mediums, 2229; line medium, 21g'.'D;
fine, 18&21.

V
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GREAT ELLERY
BAND
ARTISTS-S-

:'

"

Blsek 68

Pbon
SPRING MUSICAL FESTIVAL

S3 ITALIAN

t

t

Madam Gross

MATINEE AND NIGHT PERFORMANCE

n

r"" ,'

t

Y-

up-to-d-

Elks' Opera House

By

...

J

Ladies desiring swell and
gowns are requested
to call and get prices.

Lu-cer-

MARCH

r

Many new ideas in fashion,
fit and fabric are embodied in
our Nlyv Spring Styles and
Samples just received from
New York.

Citizen want ad.

SATURDAY,

rj

SHOULD MEET WITH
APPROVAL

SOCIALISTS CELEBRATE
IN PATERSON, N. J.
Paterson, N. J.. Mach 19, In memory of tho Paris Commune of 1ST I.
the rad'eal socialists ot this city will
hold a number of memorial meetings.
Several prominent anarchists will deliver addresses.
Try

AND CARPETS

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Richard Wall Tumor, general manager of the Grand Rapids Herald, died
today of paraylsis, with which he was
st rick n several days ago.

VI-d-

f

HTSSS71

MAN DIED TODAY
Grand Rapids, Mich., March 19.

o
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A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

cnies. its use, howover, would cost,
the government alout five times the
price represented In the. employment
of American lumlxT, Including the ex- vi irans-racin- c
delivery. In the
nr8- Piw there are few, if any, facll- uies for obtaining the lumber, which
Is acquired In the Philippine, from
the native forests. Another Item to
no considered is the Inter-islan- d
transportation.
The means for this
service are limited, necessarily. In the
islands, both on land and water, and
it would require a great increase in
tho system of transportation under
the quartermaster's department to
have this wood delivered at the mill
or at the places where it Is to be used
There would have to be plants established for the preparation of the ma
terial for construction purposes. These
three features would bring the cost of
native wood employed In army construction up to a prohibitive rate. It
will be several years, therefore, before army, or other government construction in the Philippine Islands will
be able to depend entirely upon native woods.

to Represent the Government.

nvt.

0

CLUB ROOMS

o o
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Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, March 19. Cattle receip!s,
3,0iiO; best steady, others
it) cents
GEORGE MILLER, RING THIEF,
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
lower; beeves, $:i.'Jii?j fi.35; cows and
SECURES HIS FREEDOM heifers, $ .finft fi.titl; stackers and feedRoom 17. N. T. Armijo Building.
ers. $3.7tl4.75; Tcxans 3.504.6O.
George Miller, the man taken from
Sheep receipts, U'i.uoii miirket 10c CKXOOOOOCXXXICXXXXXIOCJCXXX)
an east bound train here on Wednes lower; sheep $3.75fi ti.ou; lambs Jt.tiO
5.9it.
day night, and confined in the city
SCREEN TIME
Jail, charged with obtaining money
Door and Window
Is
here.
under false pretenses,
secured bis
Stock Market. '
screen made to order.
freedom today, by paying up. SevNew York.
19. Closing
.March
ALBUQUERQUE PLANINS MILL
eral mouths ago. Miller pawned a
;
pfd 1(12; N.
Atchison,
ring with L. G. Kosehfield, that didn't stocks:
Y. C. 145; Penna, 13fi'; Southern Pa- OOOOOOOOCOOClCXDCCXOOOOOOOW
belong to him. In a few days a wo- Ir.t.ITnlnn Dnnifln
man appeared and replevlned the rlng.95 c
;r 103y v ' s Ulli. ..f.l ;
PIONEER BAKERY
11
'.
as her property. A warrant was Is
SIMON BALLING,' Proprietor.
sued for Miller, and placed in the K'4.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
hands of Constable James Smith.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
The constable caught his man trying) Chicago, Produce Market.
19.
Closing
quotaMarch
We desire patronage and we guarto sup tnrougn the town on a nigiit
antee first class baking.
train. "A check from home" settled tions:
May
79.
Wheat
July
18;
207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.
Mr. Rosenfleld's bill and paid the
Corn May 44fe; Juiv 44 V4.
trimmings, which amounted to $7.5o.
May
Oats
July
3ii!;
294.
and also secured Miller his freedom.
Pork May
20; July $16.15.
May
Lard
July
$H.30.
$S.17':
MILLINERY OPENING.

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.
There Is no dilflculty about this If
Empress flour is chosen. It Is ao

1

good and makes such sweet, White
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It tor tbat very
reason.

91--

SUPREME VICE PRESIDENT
OF FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

DISTRICT
ATTORNEY TURNER
HAS STARTED WAR ON WHOLESALE VIOLATION
OF SUNDAY
.

IN ALBUQUERQUE,

AND

DENIES

CLOSING

LAW.

STATEMENT PUBLISHED CON- Special to The Evening Citizen.
Silver City, N. M., March 19. It Is
CERNING DISAPPEARANCE OF
FUNDS.
asssrted upon good authority that the
Grant county grand jury now In sesMrs. E. R. Neldig, supreme vice sion,
has found Indictments
president of the Fraternal Brother- againsthere
saloon keepers and their barIjos tenders doing
hood, whose home
In
is
here and at
Angeles, arrived in the city today, several mining business
camps
the county
and spent the morning in driving for violating the Sundayin closing
law.
Around the city. When seen at the It Is
that this is tho be
Alvarado by a representative of The ginningunderstood
Evening Citizen, Mrs. Neldig was wholesaleof a crusade againstby the
violation of the law
the
very profuse In her praises of the
of the district, and the inbeauties of Albuquerque and Its un- saWxmists
dictments found are due to the vigor
excelled climate.
M.
"The air here," said Mrs. Neldig, ous work of District Attorney R. In"is simply great. We have nothing Turner. Mr. Turner tried to get
like it in Los Angeles. And I have dicrments against the saloonlsts for
never seen a finer hotel than the A- the violation of the Sunday law at the
lvarado anywhere along the line. Your beginning of Ills term of office, but
city is a bustling little placo and has failed because of the luke warm assistance from the sheriff's office. The
iill the ear marks of a larger city."
inauguration of Governor Hagernian
In speaking of the alleged
of funds of the order, as into office is said to have had much to
exploited some days ago, by the Los do with Mr. Turner's success in the
Angeles Examiner, Mis. N'endig was present instance.
emphatic in her denials.
"It is True that the last executive HERE FROM THt
board may have been extravagant in
their management of the affairs of
CHILILI COUNTRY
the order, but there has never been
a dollar taken in by the organization
that is not fully accounted for. The ADOLFO SALAS SAYS THAT SECTION OF NEW MEXICO
IN
IS
insurance commissioners of WashFINE CONDITION.
ington made an examination, recently,
and found, through a clerical mistake,
Adolfo Salas, the general merchant
$211 excess in favor of the lodge, every
ami postmaster
came in
dollar of tin' organization's money be- from the mountainsf Chilill,
this morning, being fully accounted for. The reports ing
for territorial grand
are a result of several 'knocker's' jury summoned
duty, but when lie laid hrs case
statements, these "knockers' being
to before the judge, the latter excused
dissatisfied at not being
him from service. Mr. Salas will reoffice. Hut the lodge is growing right
turn tomorrow morning to Chilili. The
along, just the same.
Angeles we have twenty gentleman called at this oflico this af"In
and stated that the sheep
separate lodges, and have a total ternoon
raisers of tho Chilili district are makmembership of Z'X'M. In fourteen ing
preparations to begin lambstates and territories. We are only ing greatshearing
and he believes from
ten years old, but are growing rapidly. all and
indications and condition
We Lave a home building in Uis An- that present
geles, costing S72.2iio.lo. ami now val- er bo h will show up a record breakued lit a third more than i' cost five that for this spring. Mr. Salas says
the country in the Chilili section
years ago. Our books are open to
cannot be Improved upon for grazing
iiiKnectiun. at all times."
purposes, there being an abundance of
Mrs. Neldig will attend Hie meeting grass
ami water, und the sheep were
of the Fraternal Brotherhood tonight,
in a finer condition than now.
leaving later In ihe night for Texas,
where she will visit otic or two lodges,
EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE
proceeding thence to Topeka. Kan.,
and on to Wisconsin, in which state ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER.
she will visir every lodge organized CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
DAILY.
therein.

Is

M. BERGER,

-

1

Ribs

invltiation to visit the Chicago M11Iinery Ilarlors, room 5, Grant building,!
and examine a display of up to date
lady's hals that will vie In nunilx.-and s'yle with any in Albuquerque.
This is not Idle talk. At the Chicago
Millinery Parlors will be found the
finest and most approved modes of
dame fashion In an endless variety at
prices less than one would expect to
pay. Come and feast your eyes.

May JS t!5; Julv $8.65.

Mr. Itetall

sNM-ker-

BORRADAILE

SYSTEM?

$

Lace Curtains
attractive lot of new Lace
Cur,. iins at prices you are sometimes asked to pay for goods two
or thrre seasons old. Sale price
75c to $9.00
from

An

Bell Is.ys at the Alvarado
Hotel at ouce.
KOR ItKNT
Furnished rooms in a
private tamily. .Ill S uth Third
WANTKU

FOR SALE Horse and rubber tire
buggy; animal perfectly city broke.
Will .Meats, 415 South Edith street.!
FOR RENT Rooms for hoilnekeep- airy; well ventilated;
in (f ; large
well furnished; rent reasonable. S24
West Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE One Jersey heifer, cheap.
Ruby
Inquire Mr. J. Monahan,
house.
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DANGERS OF THE DARK

A

i

The Telep'none Is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRE31
The Telephone is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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YOU NEED

surprising. These
should Im-

press every reader.
liot No.
Ix.i

)X

ooo

Telephone the Police
FIREI
Telephone I ho Fire
Department.
ILLINESS1
Telephone the Doctor.

Rope Portlers

'

117 Gold Avenue

BURGLARS!

H.S.Lithgovv&Co.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

& CO.,

I'm

Aii'onia'ic Phone 128.
GENERAL WOOD FAVORS
completely
Gobi Avenue Hotel,
PHILIPPINE LUMBER.
Washington. 1). ('., March 19. The
furnished. John M. Moore Realty
Co.
recommendation of General Leonard
IIOOK'IUNDEHS
Wood that native woe Is he used In P
A. K. Walker 1ms removed his insur- the
of ain.y buildings in jrsrifBTisviTvsrHjrvON
construction
ance offices to 217 West Hallroad avenue, up stairs, over the Chinese restaurant; the offices of the Mutual
Building and lau association that
OPENING SALE
Mr. Walker represents being moved to
that ofliou al.s where patrons of the
U;t rained cu'iiipany can pay their
'Lies.

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

simple, economical, accur
ate, saves lime and worry. Can
to advantage in a small
iim
Call
r.s well as large business.
us up and we will show you.
I

$5.25.

FOR RENT

AUSTRIAN

havo you
the advantage of a

STATEMENT LED6ER

ALBUQUERQUE CATHEDRAL

ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

SAY
Merchant,

considered

:

HOTEL

OLD

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
2V,
West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

Kansas City Markat.
Kansas City, March 19. Cuttle re
ceipts. 10,000, including 500 southerns,
market stca-dto lu nuts lower. Na
tive steers $4.25fi 5.C;: southern Bteers
$:i.05ft5mi; southern cows, $2.25
4.0U; native cows and heifers, $2.254i
5 25;
ami feeders, $2.75(ii
4.5U; hulls, 3.00 (fi 4.15: calves. 3.0U((l
i.75; western steers, :i.75fc 5.t0; western fed cows, 2.75(fi 4.25.
Sheep receipts ti.
market weak
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "AR- to 10
cents lower: muttons, $4.50Si
VERY
NOLD'S BEST."
HIGHEST 5.90; lambs
;
range weth$ii
$5.50Ji
PATENT FLOUR.
ers, $5.40(&$5.90; fed ewes, $4.25?t
-'

Souvenirs

?

Crown Studio

1

To the ladles Is extended a cordial

Wholesale Agent,
Wert Copper Ave.

114

AND

8 Ranches

8

RENTALS

and

Farms 8

0
g

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
Q ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

STAGE LIN

E

Carries the United States msli:
only line with a change of stock e
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
U. BLOCK, I'roprletor. Perea. N. M

RANKIN & CO.

8

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT1

0

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Jrmijo Bulldln.

Q

M.

SPRINGS

LOAN

a

aripit

ALBUQUERQUE

3IX.

PACE

that much can be accomplished at
.
Sunmount.
.
continued rroi.
"The. tendency,
here,
Clark, "which seems to exist
with which t am displeased. Is that

INTERVIEWED WHILE

FE

AT SANAT

and Penitentiary.

Prof. J. E. Clark, superintendent of
public schools at Albuquerque, who
was in Santa. Fe, attending the meeting of the territorial board of education, spent Saturday morning looking
He
lKut Santa Fe, and vicinity.
had much to sav complimentary to
the Capital City and Its various Institutions, as weli as Its possibilities.
At Santa Fe ho visited the penitentiary and was favorably impressed
In speaking of
with its management
the prison to a representative of the
Now Mexican, Prof. Clark said:
Liked the Superintendent.
"Everything seems to lie in an excellent condition. I had the oppor-H.
tunity of meeting Superintendent
O. Bursum. and while I was unable to
npnd much time with him, he impressed me as being a man of the
sort of ability requisite for the posiis being planned
tion. I understand
to institute a system whereby the
convicts will bo given gray uniforms
instead of the stripes. This, I think,
is proper, and In accordance with the
more modern systems In the e:ist, and
I sinrerely hope that it will he Inaugurated. The sanitary conditions at
the penitentiary appear to be excellent, and things In general seem to
he properly conducted.
'In driving about the city I was
verv miirh Burnrlaed to see the
amount of land that is devoted to the
culture of fruit. There must be an
excellent system of irrigation here to
make this possible. The possibilities
of the land In this part of the terri-on
tory are wonderful. I have been
fruit ranches in this community and
the many kinds of fruit, their excellent qualities and their luxuriance reminds me somewhat of a South American Jungle.' The farms that I have
seen about here all seem to le In
excellent condition, and the water
supply plentiful.
Praise Indian School.
As is consistent with his profession,
us an educator. Prof. Clark was ea- enthusiastic over the work
peclally
,
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MI DruMists
O l.00.

.25DR. '50
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Cough
Always Keep Chamberlain'
Remedy In Hli House.
"We would not be without Chamberon
lain's Cough Remedy. It Is keptsays
hand continually in our home,
VV W Kearney, editor of the Independent, Lowry City. Mo. That is
Just what every family should do.
When kept at hand ready for instant
use a cold may be checked at tne outset and cured In much less timein than
the
after It has become settled
system. This remedy is also without
and will
a peer for croup In children,
soon
prevent the nttack when given as ev-as the child becomes hoarse, oi
which
,hA
rnnirh annears.
" '
111 H I
"
""
can enly be done when the remedy is
m lekept at hand. txr saie ny
gists.
1J .1

SUE

Doctors Are Puzzled.
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth
Mclver of Vanceboro, Me.. Is the sub
ject of much interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
He says of his case: "Owing to severe
Inflammation of the throat and con
gestion of the lungs, three doctors
gave me up to die, when, as a last re
sort, I was induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery and I am 'happy to say,
It saved my life.
Cures the worst
coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonslll- tls, weak lungs, hoarseness and la
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores
60c and 11.00. Trial bottle free.

MAY

HAVE TO BE

CHANCED

IF LATTER
TO PENASCO ROCK
POINT IS FOUND TO BE MORE
ADVANTAGEOUS.

B. M .Hall, engineer In charge of
the reclamation service for this district, arrived in the city, yesterday
morning, , from Carlsbad, and Is en
. i
mm i cuurou Dnnli
"
ruuie iu Litaomus
to look over the field preparatory tornntrnet for the eonstruc-lultlnir 4h
jtlon of the Leasburg diverslonal dam.
Bchool.
"I was -- more than delighted," ha says the El Paso Times,
said, "with the interest and enthusl- - j There is a possibility. In view of the
asm that is displayed by the Indian fact that the Santa Fe railroad
They enter into the spirit of cently moved its track from Penasco
manner, Rock to a point some distance away,
their work in a whole-soule- d
Superintendent that the latter iace may be selected
und in Assistant
George B. Haggett. whom I met, t.ie as the site for the diverslonal dam.
mor,
j,.- -l
hnmii Hif l v instead of Leashure. Engineer Hall
II u
t.tu4nn llll-UJttll
IUDUIUUUU
The pupils ap- - states, this possibility resting with
knows his work.
proach him much in the same manner the people themselves, ir they wish
they would their father, and he has the dam Imllt at Penasco Rock it will
L
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i
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i wi. fin
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icill VjUJF
Tound much of Interest, and said It
possessed all the necessary qualifica- tions for a successful health resort,
He believes the Idea to be an excel- lent one, and with Its possibilities
a 1
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BOYS ENTERED
HOUSE AND STEAL MONEY
Two Mexican hnvs. Fred Hidalco
and Daniel Rodriguez, aged 13 and 11
years respectively, were arrested last
Tuesday for entering the house of
Mrs. J. W. Orchard and stealing $5,
says tne Hillsboro Advocate. Hidalgo
confessed taking the money and was
sentenced bv Judge Smith to seven
days in the county cooler. Four dol
lars or the money was recovered and
Judge Smith agreed to let Hidalgo go
lift A nrt'c
nts urotner would pay
Ppni&nt
Xtrtnh wa
v""u-- "
" a ihP Ritn nrilTin unpunished ir
ally chosen for the dam, but as the the missing dollar and the costs, this
railroad ran too close It was infrac- the brother refused to do. On acticable. At that time several years count of hls'tender years Dan was alago Penasco Rock was decided upon lowed to go and promised to ,sin no
as the legitimate location for the dam more.
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Chicago. Match 17. Elizabeth
Whl'e Is president of the Dress
or
at .locution
makers' Protective
America and has Just returned from
Paris. So, of course, she knows.
At the convention Just closed In
New York she exhibited trunk after
trunk full of new gowns and told
American women, through their representatives, what they must and must
C.

H

a

r

YOUNG

J

mm

i

f&M
ii

S. SLOAN

but later Ieasburg was selected and
general approval was expressed.
"Investigation Is necessary," snld
Chief Engineer Hull, yesterday, "to
see what can be done. Surveys are
to
now under way from Ioasburg
Penasco Rock, a distance of aliout
five miles, and these will show the
recent changes In the river. We wish
to take advantage
of ' whatever
changes have occurred.
"If the people all prefer It there
Is a possibility of going back to Penasco. It is not a particularly better
point than the other, but It will cover
ground that will otherwise be left out.
One advantage Is that a great rock
Juts out into the river where the gates
would be, which would save considerable concrete work."
Upon his visit to both Leasburg and
Penasco Rock, Engineer Hall will decide If it would be advantageous to
change the site of the dam back to
the latter point. If the change Is
made It will be at the behest of people and whether or not It is done the
contract for the work will be let at
an early date.

..,..

DAM

EETu

The Reliable
FAMILY REMEDY!

d

ROSWELL

nFCREES FROM FASHION'8 THRONE.
ARB SHORTER They must be 5 or 8 inches from
f
the ground, because they must show the shoes.
SHOES MATCH THE COSTUME Otherwise they must be
Impornnt
as
as
and
sleeves.
elaborate
are
Thi
white
'BLACK SHOKS Rl'LEI OUT They are not to be worn even
with a hlsck g'wn t ills season. (.OWN
There are variations to
"PRINCESS," THE ONLY
No other style will do.
suit all occasions.
Best dressers will use only Va- LACE CRAZE SUBSIDING
lt ncia and Haby Irish. Cluny Is barred for street wear.
METAL BUTTONS THE REAL THING Some French gowns
show colored stones, matching the material, set In the metal.
COATS MATCH THE SKIRT Traveling coat and separate
coat for lingerie gowns are the only exceptions.
SLEEVES COVER THE ELBOW Elbows are not pretty and
y
sleeves must have a lace finish that hides them.
SKIHTS

INSPECTING SHEEP FOR
JEMEZ FOREST RESERVE
Skinner, an official of the
tr V.ofA.animal
industry, has made
bureau
his headquarters In Santa Fe for sev
eral weeks and will HKety remain
He is now
i here for the summer.
in Inspecting sheep that are to
In
Eraze on the Jemez forest reserve
uu Arrllm eonntV. No animals will
be permitted to go upon th reserve
until after flue inspection, n. i
ihnm nou.ono head of
sheep may bo permitted to range on
that
the reserve. Applications forowners
number have been made by
and are now under consideration by
Forest Assistant M. U EricKsou, wnw
has charge of the reserve.

V

all the Nourishment out of Baby's
Natural Food.
Larger children cannot always
be watched, and will eat unreason.
by.' Tn Ready Remedy should
ever be at hand Cascarets to
take care of the trouble when It
comes.
No need to Force or Bribe children to take Cascarets. They are
always more than ready to eat the
sweet little bit of Candy.
Repulsive medicine forced on the
liHle ones does more harm than good.

iirinHTiintitmttirirui)

There are sights to teno ioumi place
other
which are to bo seen In
i., .I,., nmmtrv. and yet people are
Inclined to desroy their value.

THE PENAL INSTITUTION

VISITED

TOO LATE?

AND PLEASE HIDE YOUR ELBOWS

'

"

.i.nu

the

MONDAY, MARCH 19. 1908.

BLACK SHOES TO THE WOODSHED

.
-- ,i. i
ii,b antlnn.. Hnd romantic
of Snnta Fe with the modern. The
sights which please tne cea m
by
tourist are being almost destroyed new
dove tailing them in with the
modern. It iooks io iu
and
.
nf nwim here to duimi
m
mere i..
new without destroying the old.

Prof. Clark Has Good Words
to Say About Capital

CITIZKX.

EVEN I X

ELIZABETH

A. C.

WHITE.

for mountain climbing and still an
other' for golf. There Is one for shopping, one for walking, one for the
races, another for the carriage and
another, of course, for the bride."
The "gamp princess,'' which means
In two pieces, Is cut off about on a
line with a high girdle and the rest
Kf It Is simply lingerie blouse.
With this gamp princess must be
worn either a bolero or a "pony
Jacket."
The "pony Jacket" has Just come
over. In reality It Is simply a bolero,
finished and lengthened with plaltings
or ruffles, coming from beneath the
bolero proper. It Is very nobby, for
or course the plaltings are pressed
flat, and the ruffles, if there are ruffles, are soft, and of such materials
as lace.
"Everybody wants to know whether
she has the right kind of figure to
wear a princess dress," Miss White
I nald.
"It all depends on how you wear
your stays. A fat woman gets her
waist line too high. The larger the
corset the better."
The little separate coats for lingerie gowns are made of silk, trimmed
only with itself and a bit of lace, and
should be either black, green or red.
Everything on the continent will
be made of silk rajah, burlingham.
radium and shedwater or lingerie
Mohair and brllliantlne are taking the
place of llen in Europe for linen
loses its freshness unless Its wearer
le contented to never sit down, and
freshness is linen's one charm
The elaborate part of the summer
costume Is the sleeves. They should
invariably have a white lace finish at
the elbow. For. of course, they come
only to the elbow, or rather they
should Just turn It, "For no woman
said Miss WJhite, "has a pretty enough
elbow to show.
A G ASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.

not wear from now until next SepCOMING EVENTS
tember. She is now holding a fashion
exhibition in tills vity.
March 24 Ellery's Royal ItallaD
Of course there is no correct dress
Every- band.
this year but the princess.
thing, for everybody, must, be prinMarch 31 Charles Hanford Com
cess. "But there are a hundred dif- pnny In Shakspearlan Plays.
April 3 City election.
ferent kinds of princesses," said Miss
April 13 Easter Sunday.
White, "and everybody can wear some
May 15 The cpenlng of the Casino.
of them. There is a short princess

Don't be frightened
but be warned!
Every Mother knows, or
should know, that the terrible
Mortality among little children is caused
Colic,
and Bowel troubles.
by Stomach
rd,
Sour-CuCholera Infantum, Summer
Complalnl, Measles, Rashes, Scarlet Fever
even Mumps have their first cause In
constlpatori.
the Delicate Tissues of a Baby's Bowels
will not stand rough treatment. Salts are
too violent, and Castor Oil will only grease
the passages, but will not make and keep
them Clean, Healthy and Strong.

T7 T7

AM A!

Home Is not complete without the ever
ready Box of Cascarets. Ten cents buys
a small one at the Corner Drug Store.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Com-paand never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamoed " CCC."

TO OUR rRIKNDSI
T FRCE
want to tend to ear friends a beautiful
We

BONBON BOX.

French-deslrne- d,

in colors. It is a beauty for Um
dressing table, Ten cents In stamps is asked as a
measure of food faith and to cover cost of Cascarets,
with whlchlKU"3iIntT trinket Is loaded.
Send
mentkmlne this paper. Address
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or Mew Totk.

There Is no other medicine as safe for a
child asCascarets, the fragrant little Candy
Tablet, that has saved thousands of families
from unhapplnsss.
The Nursing Mother even in good health
should always keep her own Bowels Loose,
and her Milk Mildly Purgative by taking
a Cascaret at night before going to bed.
No other medicine has this remarkable
and valuable quality. Mama takes the
Cascaret, Baby gets the Benefit.
Cascaretsact like strengthening Exercise
on the weak little bowels of the growing
babe, and make them better able to get

GALLUP PROPOSES TO

HAVE A LAUNDRY
The laundry of the Pacific Improvement company is about ready to be

started, a laundryman has bee secured and as soon as several pullies
which are needed to corrfplete the
plant arrive work will begin, says the
Gallup Republican. The laundry Is
equipped as completely m any laundry
In the territory and Is prepared to
ti:rn cut as good work. The office
oi the laundry will be installed in the
s:une building as the plant.

i
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BORING FOR OIL
AND GAS NEAR

GALLUP
miles north of Gallup In
the valley of the San Juan, a drill la
being sent Into the formation prospecting for oil and gas, and report
has It that the indications are very
favorable for a big stake, says the Republican. Itst month three oil claims
were consolidated under one company,
a contract was let to a drilling outut
and work has begurf. The starting of
work was the signal for a rush to take
up land In the vicinity and now many
oil claims are on record.
Eighty-flv-

e

WILLING HELPERS.
Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch.
I Eczema,
What's the use of a helper, If V
Ring Worm, Ksrpes, Barbers'
6 he Isn't willing? Willingness Is I
Itch.
ample mantle which will al- - S
All of these diseases are attended
f an
most cover all the sins of servby Intense Itching, wnich Is almost in9 Ice. But a classified advertise- - V stantly relieved by applying ChamberIn The Evening Citizen Is a
lain's Salve, and by Its continued use
f ment
t" willing helper that is not only 1 a permanent cure may be effected.
competent,
absolutely
but also is
has, in fact, cured many cases that
" a willing worker.
It works all
had resisted other treatment. Price
if the time for you. It It the best,
25 cents per bos. For sale by all
and most economical publicity In I druggists.
f the world.
Try a Citizen want ad.
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t
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May B uy or

Tom

May Wai

Come Ottt Way!
Btrt Things fK?g
Yott'll Have to Alsol
YOU May Think We Ate SPECULATING
WE Know We Have a "GOOD TN1R3G"
afford to wait- but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
DmPmKpr. That WEoniy heights
overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
caD

-

Qf f(ke

of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
That on this avenue a thirty-fothat ihe purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinernent of such surroundings. That the sixty sites on
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

i

GO UP AND SEE!
!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

i

Company
The Terrace Mddition ImprovementSelling
Agent
M. P. SI MM, Secretary and
A

f

ny

MONDAY,

'ALBUQUERQUK

MARCH 19. 1906.

which Mr. Otero marie with regard to ttlartly In Colfax
the preservation cf ganio and wild anl l. this good man
mala of all sorts.
deprives M. M.
and kind friend
A Scientific Wonder.
his ashes.
The cures that stnnd to its credit
make Uurklen's Arnica Falve a scientific wonder. It cured E. n. Mulford,
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
hho CURE
Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case
of piles. It heals the worst burns,
seres, boils, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chil- w
uiains ana nan meura. Only 25c at
all drug stores.

WE ANTICIPATED
I
Vc j YOUR WANTS
--

IT---- -T

ttock

in buying our 190S

of

Re-

F
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ffWvn-mr-m-rr- r-
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Agetv.e

for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

CURE

TO

us,

M

SE-

BARGAINS IN

HARNESS

the article Is either the "biggest liar"
broke out In print again, or else Is
writing to kill space and does not care
what he gets up so he can work It off
on the Sunday edition editors. Be thai
as It may, even the cramped minded
Sunday editor oiiRht to have known
better. Roswell Record.

MEXICO AT SAN MARCIAL

D

E

Thos.

r.

I

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

Wholesale Grocers

Kclehcr

PAJNT3, OILS. VARNISHES ANL
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years
stopa leaks. Cash paid for Hide, and
and
Pelta.
M9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1882

G. PRATT
F. agents
for Casino

Sole

&

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

CO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Canned Goods

Jas. H;ekln & Co.'a Coffees,
boden's Granite Flour.

l:n

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

FOUND AT LAST

laian

Woolen, laundered without shrinking. We nave added
to our aV
elI,elu,PPl Uundery a machine with which we can handle
When we are through with them they
,eD! ,MUh0,,t
hrtn,f.
just
new If other laundries shrink them, brio, u,.m to n.
and we will atralghten them out for you.
L-L-

r

auwidiuo leiepcone,

',ReB4c,ons

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

174.

The Inborn genius of Ferullo. the Inspired young leader of the Ellery ItTHESE ARE
alian band, Is something that cannot
For
the
above occasion tickets will
be described through the medium ot
cold, unsympathetic type. In fact, It be sold March 20, 21 and 22, at the
CARRIAGE
$4.95
rate
of
ts something too sacred and too subfor round trip. Final
limit
March 24th.
tle to be pictured through any medium
T. E. Purdy, Agent.
other than the receptive mind of the
BUYING DAYS
Intelligent listener. To such indeed,
his magnetism and genius reach the
very bottom of the heart, open up new
CHEAP RATES TO SOUTH
vistas of Joy, and thrill and delight
uASY TERMS
the willing soul beyond comprehenAND WEST
sion and description.
Ferullo's personality Is In evidence In every musicLOW
- PIMPES
al measure. No single one Is reproduced without first having been InSampson wind mills, ranch Dumas' A .,lml ,nlenl buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If von ioY
e n t urge you .to buy an expensive vehicl- efluenced by the mood and inspiration
pump- - $ ."' mnV'8yjSnd auppliea and horse-powe- r
V
.
Have
KTVlna within
of this remarkable young director
anA
wuiuvn,
01 inouesi incomes.
"
a
Top bu-- v
.if
Stanhopei. Surreyg and Spring
without first having passed through
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131. 1
R"nJ
Wagons
ot
all
kinds.
Don t
away because you are not rich. Come and baa
.
a baptism of fire, as it were, which
A
.
purifies and clarifies. So passionate
and realistic Is the development of
the characterization In the grand opmm
fiflMap trtmm mnM nl
1 ijmrmm noma.
era selections played by the band that
sympathetic
can,
a
the
as in
listener
Imperial Count II Ancient
vision, see the gingers and the scenery
and hear the voices, for it is all Arable Order Noble ot
brought out by the magic wand of Mr. I-Mystlo Shrine Convention,
Angela, Cat.. May
Ellery's wonderful bandmaster.
If
7-t- O,
I9C6.
one Is a connoisseur in music they
National Congre of
will bo entranced; if one knows little
General Building Supplies
or much about art, they will lie able Mother; Los Angela; Cel.,
to distinguish the lights and shadows M.y7.11, 1909.
For the above occasions tick-et- a
and realize that they have come unwill be sold to Loa Angeles
der the sway of one director who made
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
the greatest and the noblest In music- - or San Franciaco at rate of one
fare for round trip. Date of sale
al literature an open book and created
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
April 26 to May 6, 1906, incluin them a desire that it might never be
Reap arm and enjoj lha oold
Just received two carloada of fine
closed.
sive. Final limit July 31, 1906.
dart by aearini a par (aot-ll- tag.
.
All who attend the Ellery band conjjr
Special Excursion to City
Carrlagea, Buggies,
certs at Elk's theatre on Saturday,
Runabouta
Frost King
March 24, will realize that Ferullo is ot Mexico and Return
or
Frost
Queen
Rate $40.25 for the round trip.
and Phaeton
the greatest leader that Col. Ellery
Chamois Vest
Date of sale April 25 to May 5,
ever had.
Mada of chamola, iwlnfomd
inclusive. Firm return limn
It h flannal- -l ight, wit and
July 31, 1906.
ALBUQUERQUEANS
Uk. anrrthlng ala In thla
atorw, the vesta ara guaraotaad
Conference
VISIT GALLUP Semi-Annu- al
toglvaantireaallafaetloa.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOV."
of Mormon Church, matt

A.D. JOHNSON

T C.

We are offering some very s pecial prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
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RAILROAD TOPIC

-
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Superintendent Gibson of the A- car which broke from a freight train
lbuquerque division of the Santa Ke, at Pint and raced a distance of six
returned to the west last night after miles down a steep grade, meeting No.
98 nead on. A brakeman of the freight
several days here.
a
stayed with his car untfl Just before
W. K. Etter, superintendent of the the collision, then jumped. The engiRio Grande division of the Santa Fe neer of the passenger train had no
accompanied by his wife was in the time to reverse his engine and he, too,
city yesterday.
Jumped.
s
a a a
The engine was badly smashed and
Leoaard Miller, the whistling solo- partly knocked from the track. No
ist, who Is connected with the Santa cars were derailed. One passenger
Fe here, has gone to Sterling, ill., for had the end of one finger cut off, and
a few weeks' visit with the old folks. several more passengers were severely shaken up. The express messenger
C. H. McFurr and wife of Iaven-wortand a newslioy were slightly hurt,
a a a
Kan., are spending a few days
In Albuquerque, Mr. McFurr being RATON CITIZEN ON
agent for the Santa Fe In the Kansas
COLORADO WRECKED TRAIN
W. I,. Wattis returned yesterday
town.
from Denver where he spent a lew
R. E. Twitchell, attorney for the days on business with, his brother, W.
Santa Fe, arrived in the city last H. Wattis, who is vice president and
night from Ln8 Vegas to look after general manager or the Utah Consome legal matters for the railroad struction company at Salt Lake, Utah,
company.
says the Raton Range.
W. H. Wattis was on the train on
Frank J. Thomas, sales agent for the Rio
Grande which was wrecked
the St. Louis. Rocky Mountain & Pa- at daylight
Friday
morning
at
cific Railway company, stationed at Adobe,
six
miles east of Florence,
Raton, was in ihe city Saturday and Colo., in
which about 45 persons were
Sunday on company business
killed and 20 were Injured. Ihe
The Needles Eye says: Contractor wounded were taken to Pueblo. Mr.
A. W. Anson has been progressing Wattis escaped as did nil in the Pullrapidly with the Santa Fe recreation man. The wreck was a head end colbuilding during the past few weeks. lision, alleged to have been caused
The structure Is now assuming some by the tact that the operator at Adobe
or the magnificent proportions which was asleep when the train passed his
station. All crews on the three enwill be in evidence when completed.
gines were killed except one fireman.
Pat Walsh, general baggage agent It is thought tlie explosion or PIntsch
ror tne Santa Fe, visited the local gas, which at once set Are to all the
station today, checking up the local chair cars, was responsible ror many
baggageman. Mr. Walsh is en route more deaths than would otherwise
east from Los Angeles, where he at- have resulted.
tended a convention of the American
A Lively Tussle.
, f ,'n or KaiIway Baggagemen with
that old enemy of the race, conwuisn says tnat the convention
stipation, often ends in appendicitis.
was largely attended.
To avoid all serious trouble with stomVice President and General Man- ach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
ager McKeever of the Copper Range New Life Pills. They perfectly regMining
and Railroad company in ulate these organs, without pain or
southern Arizona, was in the citv last discomfort. 2uc at all drug stores.
night for a few hours en route to the
mining property. He was accompa- GAME WARDEN OTERO
nied by a party of ten stockholders
RECEIVES COMPLIMENT
The American Field, a sportman's
and directors of the company who
will spend alout a week inspecting paper published In New York City, this
month contains the paper sent by
the properties of tbe company.
Game Warden Page B. Otero to the
The Gallup Republican says: A re- annual meeting of the National Game
cent letter from the Indusirial com- and Fish Wardens' association, which
missioner of the Santa Fe railway in- convened January 25 to 27 in St. Paul,
quiring about the artesian water de- Minnesota. The paper was one or the
velopment at Gallup shows that the best read before the association. It
road Is interested In the opening up goes into details regarding tne creaof this country.
The fact that the tion of the office of game warden, the
well i8 now flowing a little over 1,000 big and small game to be found in the
gallons of pure soft water an hour Is territory of New Mexico, the forest re
not bad news to report to those who serves, streams, fish, facilities for
are Interested In the development of reaching hunting resorts and the laws
governing the killing or game and the
the country about Gallup.
taking or fish. Embodied in the paper
C. H. Sharp of the Lantry Sharp are a number of valuable suggestions
Construction company arrived last
night from Kansas City, the headquarters of the company, and left this
morning for tne Santa Fe cut-ofgoing by way of Kennedy and the Santa
Fe Central. "Three weeks ago," said
Mr. Sharp, "it was expected that the
track-layingangs, working at different, places on the cut-of- f
would connect up within a month so as to have
rails laid from Belen to the Rock Island, and if work has progressed as It
should have, we will have train running between those points within ten
days." Mr. Sharp also said that all
the stories coming from "nolos to the
effect lhat men were shipped to the
f
to be turned awav
without
work are without foundation.
There
is plenty of work for th.'se who wan;
h.

,
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EMIL KLFiNwnar
Masonic Building, Nortn Third Street.

INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT- ENOTARY PUBLIC
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque

aiaMlfaiiaaarf
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8EVEN

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Kindt of Freeh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.

O. A, SLEYSTER

BAND CONCERT

ROBES

Meat Market

Hlllsboro creamery Butter West on
Earth.
Orders Solicited.
Free Deliver
214 South Seeond Street.

THE ELLERY
L E S

g

Noiv Discovery

LIAR-I- S

UP AGAIN
Price
In the last Sunday edition of the
OUGHSand
50c $ I. CO
St. Ixnils Republic appears a half
OLDS
Free Trial.
page article on "How the People of
the Pecos Valley Celebrated When
Surest
and
UuicJrest
for fill
Curs
the Message Came to Begin Work on
THROAT and LUHO TTtOTTTU
the Big Ditch." It Is the bincest lie
or JttONin BACK.
on the Pecos valley that has even been
told and tnere have been some uhnn.
pers. The story Is illuminated with CATTLE AND HORSE
PROTECTIVE
scary r.,ctures of cowboys, cougars.
bat rave." etc. The fellow that wrote
ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL NEW

H
VA

VlrU Jl VI fiN

J,

THE "BIGGEST

FORI;

Cor. Coal and Second

THiS CHANCE

couch
the LUNGS

PAGE

THIRD STREET

Al

Dr. King's

D. EMMONS.

Both Phones
Sole

county is largely due
and this man's death
Silnr.ar of his first
John Iee. Peace to

ICILLtme

and now have on display a beautiful line of the celeRefrlfleratora.
brated BALDWIN
Come early and get your pick and
if we can t uit you from stock we
will get your order In with our
second shipment.

frigerators;

J.

EVENING CITIZEN.

-- m

1

Albuquerque J Carriage Col
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
SCREEN DOORS

u

tailor-mad-

J.

L. LaDrler,

Cake City, April

a

well known architect of Albuquerque, was In Gallup

-

recently 10 look Into the court house
He will draw plans and
situation.
submit an estimate of the cost of tho
superstructure.
It Is the intention or
the supervisors to get the building under way as soon as the weather will
permit.
B. B. Borden or Albuquerque Is in
Gallup and will remain ror some time
looking after his oil Interests. Iater
he expects the arrival of parties from
the east who will accompany him to!
the oil fields for the purpose of Investigating the prospects. If ihe easterners are satisfied with the looks of the
ol ground they will invest with Mr.
Borden in a plant to thoroughly prospect the formation. Republican.
FORMER

If your neighborhood is

good enough

for you
why

COLFAX COUNTY

BACK EAST?

The

The Williams

TAKE

Drug Co.

help to get them
srarted Southwest of you
will give us their names
and addresses. Write us
today.
Address, ,
Gen. Colonization Agent of A. T.
8. F. Ry.,
Railway Exchange, Chicago.

&

-

LARGE

BLUE
117 W. Hall

FRONT STORE.
road Ave.
Both phones.

V4aA.A4Aa.a.
STEAM

J. KORBER

COKE

m.

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE
INSURANCE.

W.H.Halin&Co
BOTH 'PHONES
OOCXXXXXXDCOCXXXXXXXXXXOO
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mm

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.

Ammrlemn Block

- MILL WO OO
KINDLING

BATH-

have full sway here. We can supply,
set up and connect any size of tub
you. need from a wee one
for baby
to a long fellow for a six footer. Several styles for selection. Price Is tie
"short" of it with us. We'll gladlT
estimate on tub and Installation, show
you samples and give full information
and good work.
We also carry the finest line of garden hose In the city.

ORAO I

Ton

MEXICO

TUB BUYING.

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
thla line w It'll us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

COAL
$6.00 Per

& CO.,

NEW

THE LONG AND SHORT OF

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and 4s no upstart at
the business. There la no otherJust Thornton.-Bot- h
'phones.
737 South Walter Street.
A.

THROUGH OUR
REPOSITORY.

ALBUQUERQUE,

CARPET

CLEANING
THORNTON The Clmmnmr
Cleans everything.
He la the
Furniture Man. Moving, pack-

Carrlllot

will

A LOOK

-

CXXX)COCOCOCOCOOOOOOCOOOOal

j

O IBM 1E

Fox Hale Bt

TOTI

not for your

friends

CITIZEN DEAD IN BOSTON
J:hn Lee, the first probate clerk and
assessor or Colfax county.
New Mexico, died at his brother's
home In Boston, Massachusetts. John
Lee was the locator or the L. B. Max-- j
well lode near Ellzabethtown, and'
clerk or Colfax county from 1869 to'
1883 inclusive.
He located at Clmar-- I
ron, during U B. Maxwell's time and
belonged to a cavalry company stationed there up to 18t5 In the northeast part of town. From there he
went to Ellzabethtown, where he'
worked In the mines and conducted a
hardware store. In politics John Lee
was a democrat, in religion a devote
Catholic and tlu? best and truest
friend of the native population In Coli
fax county.
The nice chapel at Cimarron and
the modern edifice at Springer are
John Lee's monuments. Sulazur's op- -

Trlw, 11.00

1906.

8-- 9,

Rate $33.10 for round trip. Date
of sale March 30 to April 3. Inclusive. Final limit 60 days
from date of sale.
Liberal stopovers on all above
excursions.
For full Information call at
Ticket Office.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.. .

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Raldrldge'a
yard.

M.

DRAGOIE

Colo., Red 284; Auto-

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican,
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue. No. 215. Will Deserved promptly at any hour of
Prices will be from 25c to 30c.
tne-nig-

M. GRENADINO & CO.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
Grocerlea, Cigars and Tobacco, nd REAL ESTATE DEALERS
an kinds of Freeh Meat.
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 615. Office, 20SM
ington Avenue. AL.BUQUERUE.N. M.
West Gold Avenue.

aaJXU Q
m

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

cut-of-

work.

a

a

a

a

6:30 Friday evening.
The accident was caused by an oil

&

Santa

re

R

m 9

m ar

Ae

a

a

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1.000 business and residence lots, size 2")xl42 feet, laid out with broad X" nd
i
ing $16,000; churches. Conr.nercial club; a population of 1.500 inhabitant.
Urk-n,- i
etc. Belen Is the largest sblrping point for wool, flour, wtieit,
hih. Leans

st-

merest!-restauranta-

LL

,
;

'"

!th alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade treea; publle achool house,
In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels.
ti Central
New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA f F ROi'TE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN
EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lot. offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved bv en
s
no sand or grav!. We need a
bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumblnj shop, planing mill.
coal and wood yard, druc itor-eharoet fhop. etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel
first-clas-

.

flrst-claa-

S

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LO
ANO TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS:
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PKICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

&

a

WILD OIL CAR CRASHES
INTO PASSENGER TRAIN
Passenger tiain No. its. the southbound Southern Pacific Ios Angeles-SantHarbara local, was partially
wrecked ntar Fillmore, half way between Ventura and Santa lijrbara, at

ot The Atchison, Topeha

Beien is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago.
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, Ei Paso and Old Mexico

a

LOOKING OVER COUNTRY
TO SELECT A ROUTE
Civil Kn.sineer George C. Franklin
of the Colorado and Arizona railway,
and a corps of surveyors arrived here

Thursday evening from the southern
end of the county, where they have
been looking over their work of last
year for the purp-sof selecting one
of tliree routes, says the Holbrook Argus. This company experts to begin
building on their right of way, north
of the Santa Fe line, within the next
thirty days. They will probably cross
the Santa Fe at a point about twelve
miles west of peHance station, cross
pass
Hollow,
Hay
Milky
Hollow.
through Snowftake, Adair and Forest
Dale and connect with the Southern
Pacific at Talklai.

Cut-o- ff

ITlm

m,

-

Wm

9 JOHN BECKER, Prosident
ttV,Ttt.Tk

and Improvement Gomnani
WM. M.3.BERGER,
y3kmMm9r
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DEEDS.
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MONDAY, MARCH

19, 1906.

AUCTION.
Islands. Mr. Dunbar was the former
proprietor of the Gibson house, in
Thursday, March 22. 1:30 p. m
Cincinnati, OTilo.
sharp,
at 518 Siuth Edith street, I
Don't forget, to register you if name will sell the entire furnishings of a
If you wish to vote- - at the approachfive room home. Goods consist In
ing city elirtion. Tomorrow Is tue part of a cook stove, large refrigerathis tor, washing machine, kKchen uteniBRt day that you can exercise
great American privilege and then sils, dishes, glassware, quarter sawed
DAY AND WEATHER.
cast your vote.
oak dining table; six leather bottom
H. L. Waldo, chief attorney for the dining chairs; a $90 sideboard, four
In
Is
the
teen pictures; Axminster rug. Brus
Fair tonight and Tuesday; warmer Bnnto p in New Mexico,
Crnres, preparing for a sels rug, two Ingrain carpets,
six
city from
Now-a-dai northern
portion Tuesday.
when the cry "Quality" is shouted
Santa
small rugs; Morris chair, three leather
number of Important cases the
dison
every hand by a hundred brazen throats it is
Sun rise, 6:06; set, 6:10; length of Fe has coming up In the Secondmorn- rockers, two mahogany rockers, one
Ron.an chair; combination lo.ikcase,
hard to distinguish between the false and the
sunlight, 12:04; moon rose at 2:46 trict, court, w'nlch convened this
dressing case, center tables, commode.1
this morning, new moon at 6:37 Sat ing.
true In clothes.
1st. STYLE
urday atternoon. Day has been acta
Maynard Onnstil has disposed of his Iron bed, spring mattress, taburet.
Having all the snap and latest wrinkles of
light
nu
too
electric
articles
and
Roswell
Jardiniere
other
Ihe
great
Af
In
ally perfect. Livingston, the
interests
It is the part of wisdom then to put your faith in
hoemakliiK, they aro Just enough above the ordinary
rican missionary and explorer was plant and he, with J. 1. Daruen ot merous to mention.
house of recognized standing and unchallenged
a
holdand
condition
Goods
of
are
In
excellent
his
run of hIiuus to point out their wearers as being well
disposed
born on this day 1813. Louis Kossutn, Denver, has also
Inspect them on
reputation.
Such a house can not, as a mere
dressed.
She great Hungarian patriot, was porn ings In the Del Rio, Texas, ebctrlc perfectly sanitary.
Wednesday, before the sale.
on this day in 1802, and his anniver- light and fc e plant.
of
business
matter
policy, afford to play its cus'
2d. FIT
SCOTT KNIGHT.
sary was celebrated today in many of
Mrs. Frank Shumoker, who, with
false.
tomers
Hy careful study for years the different lasts we have
Auctioneer.
the leading cities or America.
her husband, resided in this city some
ieen able to select those that set off the foot to the best
time ago, Is again here, returning
OUR NAME on clothes is a mark of which
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
carry
enough
advantage. We
sizes and shapes to rlt
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
from Santa Fe a few days ago. Mrs.
we're right proud and which we have kept unmost any foot properly.
Shiimaker has many friends here, who
screens, 7 cents per foot.
Window
Train No. 8, 11:25 p. m.
are pleased to note the lady's return
sullied
through all the storm and stress of coA home made door, with trimmings,
Train No. 1. 7:30 p. in.
to this city.
3d. OUALITY
$1.25.
for
mpetitionit
stands for 'promises fulfilled" for
Train No. 4. 11:59 p. m.
We are making window screens an
Don't fall to register tomorrow the
The renl test that wear reveals. The thing on which
misrepresentation"
for "finest fabrics, best
Train No. 7, 10:43 p. nt.
"no
strong
as
as
proptogether,
Is
name
your
and
mortised
last day. See that
depends our success. Our shoes contain the good kind.
Train No. 9. 11:35 p. m.
you know a door, for 7 cents a square toot. A
trimmings,
advanced
styles,
list;
on
our customer's inerly
recorded
the
thing.
sure
The
that
or
first, last and all the time.
terests,"
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Downey have re the reas.:n "why," and therefore don'tt screen door,
in
shipped
here
any
will
great
opior-door
outlast
forget to perform this
4th. PRICE
turned from a visit to
unity, so you can vote right on Tues from the cast, together with trimIf you want to vole register your day, April 3.
Any customer will easily see on Inspection that we are
mings, for $1.25.
name today and not later than tomor
offering a generous exchange of value for the prices
We make the regular Bhop made
John C. Brown, who did reporiorlal screen
row.
doors that have always cost,
asked.
the
Is
Paso,
News,
El
in
the
on
work
$2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
Mrs. J. H. Olplhant and Mrs. A. W. city,
heretofore,
Sodays
stay
few
at
of
a
Oxfords
a
$2.50
8hoes
$4.00
Styliah
and
Men's
to
LUMBER AND
Lyman lelt laRt night for a visit with corro,after
SUPERIOR
guest
friend,
his
old
tne
Oxford
of
$2.25 to $3.50
Women's Stylish Shoes and
PLANING MILL CO.
friends in El Paso.
Anton Mayer. Mr. Brown will prob
Ellsworth Ingalls, the attorney, ha ably continue north to Las Vegas to
"ARNOLDS BEST- - HIGH PATENT
returned from a business trip to tue morrow morning.
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
southern part of New Mexico.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
F. W. Campbell, the dairyman, of MUSCLE.
15hs
W. F. Switzer, proprietor of the Helen, is In the city today, and visited
shop
Oak
Railroad
m
West
barber
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
The Citizen office,' where he was in
TREAT WILL
A G ASTRONOMICAL
Is on the sick list today.
terested in the manipulation of the BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
grocery store,' are sure to bring the avenue.
Register M. R. Otero returned to linotype machines and the big power ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
right flavor to all dishes Into which his duties In Santa F'e today after press. The gentleman will return to FROM 11 TO 2:30.
they enter. This la because we al spending Sunday wlht his family in Belen tonight.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
Col. Ralph Twltchell, assistant at
ways procure the best manufactured. this city.
ORIOLE CANNED
GOODS
ARE THE BEST
Regular meeting of Mineral Ixdge torney for the Santa Ft? in New Mex the news.
We find out first what brands are re No. 4, Knights of Pythias tonight. Im ico is down from Las Vegas attending
PAY YOUR POLL TAX FOR 1906
Mr. Twltchell says that the
liable and personally guarantee them, portant business, 8. E. Newcomer, c?urt.
Northern New Mexico Fair assocla AT RUPPE'S DRUG STORE BEK. R. S.
AND AVOID
E. M. Sanjule, division foreman for lion has decided upon September 17, FORE APRIL 1ST,
the Santa Fe at Gallup, Is spending 18, 19 and 20 as the dates for their COST OF SUIT.
the day in the city, accompanied by 1900 fall festival.
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
Mrs. M. E. Walton and Miss Sara
Mrs. Sanjule.
Ark.,
Vails
Smith,
Fort
and
;f
mother
Important questions before the vot
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
A bsolutcly
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second street ers of Albuquerque on Tuesday, April niece of Mr. vr. Y. Walton, will ar COMPANY.
Albuquerque
rive
in
to
be
week
this
3; therefore, see that, your name apPURE
present at the marriage of Miss
ATTENTION CENTLEMfcM
pears on the register.
Mr. Ralph L. Hunt,
Walton
and
MAPLE
SYRUP
Was the woodchcuck right when six of El Paso, which will occur ImmeOrder your auit now for "Easter,"
Y. RTaynat d
Geo. W. Hkkox
weeks and three days ago it prophe diately after Easter.
and be well dressed. You know our
reputation. Best workmanship, latest V
sied six weeks more winter weather?
Dr. Thomas Bassett Kyes, the tu- styles, and lowest prices.
Eighteen
But today is ideal spring weather.
berculosis expert, who came here hundred new samples to select trom.
W. F. Shtlton of Kansas City, and some
Hickox-Mayna- rd
time ago with the Intention cf
S. W. Worthy of Chicago, two well establishing
Agency o0
a tent sanitarium, has re- Nettleton Tailoring
known attorneys of their respective
to his some In Chicago. He
turned
114 South Third street.
0
cities, are here on legal matters
did not state whether he would rei
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
United States Attorney W. H. H. turn at a later date and open his proSOLO
FOUGHT.
TICKETS
Llewellyn
is in the city from Las Cru- - posed sanitarium or not.
uA
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
AND EXCHANGED
ces, attending ihe organization or the
Demoralized by the array pitted
THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL
United States Second district court.
against them the "Fourth
Street
Association Office
IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA0
H. P. Itardshar,
Internal revenue Knockers" Biiccumbed to defeat at
Transactions
e
collector, arrived in the city laat night the hands of the "Highland
TIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
High
Guaranteed 0a
trom Santa Fe on business connected Kuockers" in a hot gamo of base ball
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
with the department he represents.
on Saturday. Using tne words oi Cap- ROSENFIELD'S,
118 W. R. R. Ave.
Hon. C. T. Brown of Sbcorro was in tain Bebber, of the High Knockers,
Sooth Second Street
The Arch Front
the city for a short time last evening we skunked them 19 to it."
o
en route from Santa Fe, where he had
Frederico Mirabel, brother of Syl- been attending to Masonic lodge
a
city,
Mirabel,
of
and
vestre
this
1
member of one of the best known
Mexico,
Chicago,
who came families in New
died at his
J. J. Brink, of
here some time ago to engage in the home In San Rafael Saturday after a
BEST."
Ingone
to the
practice of law. has
lingering' illness. Sylvestre Mirabel,
to
dian Territory where he will establish of this city has gone to San Rafael
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